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Abstract
Machine vision is an alternative for automatic, non-destructive and cost-effective indus-
trial applications. One of the most important applications of machine vision is the quality
control process. Within quality control process, it is possible to identify an important aspect
of modern industrial manufacturing called quality assessment. Particularly, in the textile
industry it is very important to automate fabric quality inspection. In the carpet industry,
this process is still carried out by human visual inspection, suffering from subjectivity and
limiting the reliability of the inspection. Carpets manufacturing requires a more reliable
and more objective evaluation procedure.
Automatic evaluation of carpet wear has been a topic of study for several research institutes.
In this field several approaches have been applied such as microscopy, photography, den-
sitometry, colorimetry, photogrammetry, glass bead filling and pile mapping. Particularly,
textural image analysis has been one of the most popular choices for carpet wear assess-
ment. Thus, it is possible to find several techniques for performing carpet wear assessment:
co-occurrence matrices, covariance analysis, mathematical morphology, edge detection, 3D
imaging. However, practical applications have been limited by factors such as inaccurate
assessment and the lack of generic algorithms for a broad variety of carpets.
In this thesis we investigate the problem of carpet wear assessment by using texture analy-
sis in digital photographs. The primary focus is to review current techniques for measuring
global deviation of texture. Those techniques are applied to the problem of carpet wear
assessment. Additionally, we introduce an adaptive pyramidal algorithm for feature extrac-
tion. In this algorithm an objective function is maximized to achieve a better performance
compared to the initial filter bank. Particularly, we optimize the Daubechies 9/7 filter to
achieve the maximum adjusted coefficient of determination. Also, within this thesis we
design a methodology for validating models based in multiple regression analysis. By us-
ing this methodology the results show that statistical and signal processing techniques are
more suitable for measuring global deviations of texture. Specially, autocorrelation func-
tion, pseudo-Wigner distribution, Laplacian pyramid, Gabor filters, adaptive lifting scheme
and texture spectrum proved to be good descriptors in measuring global deviation of texture.
Also, we proved that texture is an important feature in carpets with low pile construction or
in carpets with high thick piles. However, the results show that the degree of wear cannot
be completely characterized by using only texture. Thus, it is necessary to use other com-
plementary techniques for fulfilling the requirements of carpet manufactures.
Keywords: Carpet wear assessment, lifting scheme, multi-resolution, multiple linear re-
gression, texture analysis.
xResumen
Visión artificial provee una técnica alternativa automática, no destructiva y rentable para
aplicaciones industriales. Una de las aplicaciones más populares de visión artificial es el
proceso de control de calidad. Dentro del proceso de control de calidad es posible identificar
un aspecto moderno de manufactura llamado evaluación de calidad. Particularmente, en
la industria textil es muy importante automatizar la inspección de los tejidos para man-
tener su calidad. Por mucho tiempo en la industria de alfombras, dicha inspección ha sido
realizada por inspección visual, sufriendo de subjetividad limitando la credibilidad de la
inspección. Así, industrias de tapetes insisten en tener un procedimiento de evaluación
más objetivo y confiable. En consecuencia, evaluación automática de desgaste en alfombras
ha sido un tópico de estudio para varios institutos de investigación. En esta área varios
enfoques han sido aplicados como microscopia, fotografía, densitometría, colorimetría, fo-
togrametría, entre otras. Particularmente, análisis de textura en imágenes ha sido uno de
los métodos más populares. En esta área varias técnicas han sido aplicados para realizar la
evaluación del desgaste en alfombras, entre dichas técnicas se encuentran: las matrices de
coocurrencia, análisis de covarianza, morfología matemática, detección de bordes, imágenes
3D. Sin embargo, aplicaciones prácticas han estado limitadas por factores como cantidad de
evaluaciones incorrectas y algoritmos poco genéricos para una gran variedad de alfombras.
En esta tesis se investiga el problema de evaluación de la degradación de alfombras usando
análisis de textura en fotografías digitales. El principal objetivo es revisar las técnicas ac-
tuales para medir desviaciones globales de textura. Para luego aplicar esas técnicas en el
problema de evaluación del desgaste en alfombras. Adicionalmente, un algoritmo piramidal
adaptivo es propuesto para la extracción de características. En el algoritmo una función
objetivo puede ser maximizada con el propósito de lograr un mejor rendimiento comparado
con el filtro inicial. Particularmente, en esta tesis el filtro Daubechies 9/7 es optimizado
para lograr el máximo coeficiente de determinación ajustado. Además, dentro de esta tesis
es propuesta una metodología basada en regresión lineal múltiple para validar los modelos.
Usando esta metodología, los resultados muestran que las técnicas basadas en estadística y
en procesamiento de señales son más apropiadas para medir desviaciones globales de tex-
tura. Particularmente, la función de autocorrelación, distribución pseudo-Wigner, pirámide
Laplaciana, filtros de Gabor, esquema lifting adaptativo y espectro de textura probaron ser
buenos descriptores para medir desviaciones globales de textura. Además, en esta tesis se
mostró que la textura es una importante característica en alfombras con construcción de pile
bajo o en tapetes con pile alto y grueso. Sin embargo, los resultados muestran que el grado
de desgaste en alfombras no puede ser completamente caracterizado usando solo textura.
Así que es necesario usar técnicas complementarias para cumplir con los requerimientos de
las industrias de alfombras.
Palabras clave: Análisis de texturas, evaluación de desgaste en alfombras, lifting scheme,
multi-resolución, regresión lineal multiple.
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1. Introdution
1.1. Motivation and overview
Computer vision deal with automatic interpretation of real scenes. In this interpretation,
it is possible to model the scenes or to recognize objects from them. Usually, those scenes
are captured as images by using sensing devices. Images can come from visible light, x-ray,
infrared energy, ultrasound information, among others. Particularly, images from visible
light have been used in a wide range of applications such as medical diagnosis, remote
sensing, geophysical prospecting, space exploration, molecular biology, microscopy and ma-
chine vision. Machine vision provides an alternative for automated, non-destructive and
cost-effective techniques for industrial applications. Some of the common tasks in machine
vision are inspection, verification, recognition, identification and location analysis. By ap-
plying machine vision in industrial applications, it is possible to achieve some benefits such
as: increased production, increased level of customer satisfaction, reduction of errors, among
others [1].
µ
µ
µ
Camera
Illumination system
Actuator
Visualization and 
processing
Figure 1-1.: Typical machine vision system for inspection and quality control.
Typically, a machine vision systems is described as the integration of an image acquisition
device, computers, and an imaging software. Figure 1-1 shows a typical machine vision
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system for inspection. In the Figure, it is possible to identify the basic tools for inspection
and quality control. First at all, it is necessary a good illumination system to avoid the
uncontrolled behavior of the image acquisition device. To acquire an image, it is necessary
a digital camera or some other device for acquiring the object under inspection. These im-
ages are related with the manufacturing process. Usually, those images are processed for
performing control tasks such as: production, process, quality, machine or robot.
Quality control is becoming increasingly more important in manufacturing industries. Cus-
tomers demand cheap but high quality products. In this context, computer vision technolo-
gies have proved to be highly relevant, providing objective measurements of relevant visual
attributes related with the product under inspection. These systems can prevent product
rejection by detecting all defective products and simultaneously avoiding false defect detec-
tions. Also, an automated quality control system integrated into the manufacturing process
can detect production deviations early and thus avoid waste of time and money.
The aim of the quality control in industrial application is to analyze and monitor the quality
of industrial manufacturing activities [2]. Within the quality control process it is possible to
identify an important aspect of modern industrial manufacturing called quality assessment.
Particularly, in the textile industry it is very important to automate quality inspection for
maintaining the fabric quality. The quality inspection process is still carried out by human
visual inspection, what is boring, repetitive, exhausting, dangerous, insufficient and costly.
Also, the inefficiencies in industrial quality control are costly in terms of time, money and
consumer satisfaction. Automatic fabric defect inspection is required to reduce the cost and
time waste caused by defects and automatic quality control systems can be the key to solve
such kind of problems. Automatic visual inspection allows an accurate, non invasive and
standardized quality control of the process. However, in manufacturing and engineering,
the quality of products or services in many cases is determined by humans, because no au-
tomated procedure capable of matching the human expertise exists [3].
Nowadays, aesthetic aspects have an increasing influence on the overall quality of certain
products. In the field of the textile industry, fabric appearance is usually characterized by a
number of factors such as strength, pilling resistance, abrasion resistance, shrinkage, wrin-
kles, drape, and color. Particularly, carpet industry certifies its products according to the
retention of beauty and quality over long periods. To assist the correct evaluation of the
carpet quality, carpet appearance retention ratings certified by industrial committees have
been designed to identify degrees in changes of appearance due to wear [4,5]. Carpet perfor-
mance has traditionally been based on aesthetics, i.e., the ability of the carpet to retain its
appearance after the use. As a result, carpet retention rates provides additional informa-
tion to help builders, architects, project managers and carpet dealers for specifying carpets
in commercial facilities [6]. These rates reflect the expected appearance change from the
original in a given traffic area during the first year after installation. Typically, mechanical
wear testers are used both during carpet development and production to produce samples
that are then subjectively evaluated by panels of experts. In this evaluation, samples of
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the original appearance are rated 5, while samples of the changes are rated from 1 to 4.5
in steps of 0.5, called wear labels. Thus, rate 1 represents severe wear, whereas rate 4.5
indicates little change in appearance. Cut-outs of the eight wear labels and the original are
shown in Figure 1-2.
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
Figure 1-2.: Changes due to wear in a carpet. Here the full set of wear levels in steps of
0.5.
Subjective evaluation, although widely used, has serious deficiencies, particularly in main-
taining consistency with time and between panels. Other disadvantages presented by the
subjective evaluation are:
• Visual assessment is not objective and requires a certain expertise.
• In most of the laboratories there is a lack of experienced people.
• Some carpet producers believe that certain laboratories are less conservative than
others in their judgements.
• Human experts frequently disagree in their judgement.
• The procedure is slow and expensive.
Therefore, the automatic evaluation of carpet wear has been a topic of study by several re-
search institutes [3]. In this field several approaches have been applied such as microscopy,
photography, densitometry, colorimetry, photogrammetry, glass bead filling and pile map-
ping [7]. However, image analysis is the most popular choice for carpet wear assessment. In
the field of image analysis, several approaches have been studied such as:
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• Jose et. al. [8] found that texture analysis provides valuable information for carpet
wear assessment. Besides, they show that gray level histograms are related to carpet
changes in appearance.
• Siew et. al. [7] used two statistical approaches for texture analysis. The authors found
that some of those features allows the discrimination between degrees of wear.
• Wood and Hodgson [9] discuss the requirements for lighting and camera focusing on
image acquisition. Also, they found that image analysis is a promising scientific tool
for studying carpet wear assessment.
• Other works used statistical features to measure the degree of wear in carpets. For
instance, Sobus et. al. [10, 11] showed that textural features are correlated with the
degree of wear presented in the carpet.
• Pourdeyhimi et. al. [12] proposed to characterize changes in pile lay orientation at-
tributable to mechanical wear by using image analysis. They found that mechanical
wear results in orienting the texture along traffic direction.
• Xu [13] provides the most recently review dealing with characterization of wear degree
in carpets. Xu found that image analysis can be a reliable and efficient method for
evaluating carpet appearance.
• Recently, some researchers have been exploring the use of depth information capturing
the three dimensional structure of the carpets also evaluated by the experts [3,14,15].
In those works it is possible to find good approximations to the monotonic behavior of
the global deviation of texture produced by the degree of wear.
From this literature review, it is possible to show that research in automated carpet wear
assessment has progressed. However, practical applications have been limited by factors
such as the amount of incorrect assessments (errors higher than ±0.5 of the real label value)
and algorithms being considered not generic enough for a broad variety of carpets. Because
of that carpets are nowadays still evaluated by human experts.
1.2. Sope and Objetives
The problem of texture analysis has been widely studied and a number of approaches have
been developed to deal with it. Particularly, quality inspection using texture analysis has
been widely used in the industry. For instance, one of the most interesting properties about
carpet wear assessment is global deviation of texture due to wear. Global deviation of tex-
ture has been largely neglected. Also, a quantitative analysis to compare techniques related
with global deviation of texture, despite its undeniable value, has not been done yet. This
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thesis provides a general description and performance of many of the texture analysis tech-
niques. However, the main focus will be given to explore the performance in a particular
application (carpet wear assessment). Additionally, due to the fact that images are com-
posed of features of many sizes, and there is not a particular scale of view in a natural
scene. In this thesis some multi-resolution approaches for texture analysis are explored.
Particularly, the lifting scheme and its adaptive version is thoroughly explored for design-
ing a methodology capable to fulfill some constraints in a particular application.
The general aims of this thesis are:
• To investigate basic texture feature extraction techniques, with primary focus on those
features which have potential to measure global deviation of texture.
• To provide a survey of carpet wear assessment using texture analysis techniques.
• To develop a methodology for selecting and validating techniques intending to mea-
sure global deviation of texture in the particular case of carpet wear assessment.
• To explore recent adaptive multi-resolution analysis techniques, with primary focus
on those techniques which have potential in maximizing an objective function.
1.3. Outline of the thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a brief number of basic texture feature extraction techniques, with primary
focus on those features which have potential to measure global deviation of texture.
Also, a study about significant works dealing with texture analysis is reported.
Chapter 3 presents a survey concerning carpet wear assessment. Also, we developed a method-
ology to validate our tests by using multiple regression analysis. On the other hand, a
method to evaluate the amount of wear in carpets by using photographs is presented.
Finally, this Chapter provides a survey concerning to the performance of textural tech-
niques in measuring global deviation of texture.
Chapter 4 introduces an adaptive pyramidal algorithm based on the lifting scheme. Additionally,
an introduction to the notation and a suitable background on the multi-resolution
analysis is provided. Then, a comparison between first and second generation wavelets
is performed. Finally, concluding remarks about the importance of multi-resolution
techniques in texture analysis are reported.
Chapter 5 summarizes the contributions of this thesis and some concluding remarks concerning
to the obtained results are provided. Also, a framework for future work is provided.
2. Image Texture Analysis
Most of natural and artificial surfaces exhibit texture. Description of such surfaces like
plants, fabrics, minerals, skin is performed by using texture analysis. Texture analysis is
one of the main concerns in computer vision because its wide range of applications such as
remote sensing, medical diagnosis, quality control, among others [16–18].
Numerous methods have been proposed to deal with different visual inspection tasks [17–
25]. Within those tasks it is possible to find a wide range of definitions concerning to the
question What is texture?. Thus, some definitions are perceptually motivated, and others
are driven completely by the application. Here we provided a couple of those definitions.
Hatamura et. al. [26] said «We may regard texture as what constitutes a macroscopic region.
Its structure is simply attributed to the repetitive patterns in which elements or primitives
are arranged according to a placement rule».
According to Cambridge dictionary, texture is «the quality of something that can be decided
by touch; the degree to which something is rough or smooth, or soft or hard».
Zhang et. al. [27] defines texture as a «measure of the variation of the intensity of a surface,
quantifying properties such as smoothness, coarseness and regularity».
According to Nixon and Aguado [28]: «Texture is actually a very nebulous concept, often
attributed to human perception, as either the feel or the appearance of (woven) fabric».
The above definitions show that texture is easily perceived by humans but definitions are
given according to the application and there is not a unique definition for the word texture.
Particularly, on image processing, texture is defined as a «function of the spatial variation
in pixel intensities» [17], i.e., texture analysis attempts to provide information about the
spatial arrangement of intensities in an image. Thus, the purpose of texture description is
to derive some measurements that can be used for identifying certain useful characteristics
in a classification task. In this field, several surveys about texture analysis approaches were
developed with the purpose of reviewing existing works on the subject facilitating research
on this important field. Some of those surveys can be found in [17,18,21,22,24,29,30].
In those surveys special attention has been payed to quality inspection tasks. Particularly,
quality inspection using texture analysis based on computer vision is separated into two
types. One is local textural irregularities which is the main focus in the literature about
inspection applications. The other is global deviation of texture, where local patterns or
textures do not exhibit abnormalities. Figure 2-1 shows an example of those two quality
inspection tasks. The right image exhibits two textural irregularities in a fabric. The other
two images (left side Figure 2-1) shows two equal fabrics with differences due to wear.
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Textural irregularitiesGlobal deviation of texture
Figure 2-1.: Comparison between textural irregularities and global deviation of texture.
Texture irregularities are shown as local deviation of texture. On the other
hand, global deviation of texture is represented by two equal textures with
small variation due to wear.
Global deviation of texture has been largely neglected until recently [24]. Currently, it is
possible to find several works dealing with global deviation of texture, for example [3, 7, 8,
10, 11, 14,15,31,32]. However, there is little literature about global deviation of texture us-
ing computer vision and image processing. The aim of this Chapter is to review the state of
art in texture analysis for identifying techniques capable of differentiating global deviations
in texture. As it is not practical to provide an exhaustive overview of all texture analysis
techniques, this Chapter covers widely used techniques in the texture analysis field or those
basic techniques that demonstrate good potential to measure global deviation of texture.
According to [17,18,24,33] texture features can be summarize into four categories: statisti-
cal features, structural features, signal processing based features and model based features.
Statistical texture features can be obtained using statistical approaches from the higher-
order of pixel grey values of images. Structural texture features are acquired through some
structural primitives constructed from grey values of pixels. Signal processing texture fea-
tures can be obtained using images transformation with certain methods. Model based
features can be obtained calculating coefficients from a model based on the relationship of
the grey values between a pixel and its neighboring pixels.
In the rest of this Chapter the most common used techniques for texture analysis using im-
age processing are explained. With the purpose of explain mathematically each technique,
we will assume a two dimensional discrete signal X ∈RN×M.
2.1. Statistial based features
Statistical features are those that measure the spatial distribution of gray level values [17,
23,24,33]. These features are computed from the statistical distribution of image intensities
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at specific relative pixel positions [33]. This kind of features have been applied extensively
in several tasks such as texture analysis, image segmentation, texture classification, defect
detection, wear evaluation, among others [15, 19, 23, 34–37]. The most popular features in
this category are described in the following subsections.
2.1.1. The autoorrelation funtion
The autocorrelation (on image processing) has been conceived as a method to measure
spatial-frequency contour of a texture [25]. Thus, the spatial-frequency distribution of two
similar textures could exhibit relative changes, providing information that permits to differ-
entiate between them. Also, the autocorrelation function has been used in several applica-
tions such as fabric analysis, regularization for image restoration, macro-texture analysis,
estimation of deformation, among others, achieving good results [38–41]. In view of these
facts, we include autocorrelation function in our analysis.
Mathematically, the autocorrelation function of a two dimensional discrete function is de-
fined as:
ρ(x, y)=
∑N
i=1
∑M
j=1 X (i, j)X
∗(x+ i, y+ j)∑N
i=1
∑M
j=1 X
2(i, j)
(2-1)
Equation 2-1 can be implemented efficiently with the Fast Fourier transform. Note that,
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
X (i, j)X (x+ i, y+ j)= X ∗X∗,
where ∗ is the convolution operator and X∗ is the complex conjugate of X . Then equation
2-1 becomes ρ = X ∗ X∗/E, where E = ∑N
i=1
∑M
j=1 X
2(i, j). If we take the Fourier transform
in both sides of the equation, we obtain F{ρ} = F{X }F{X∗}/E. Thus, the autocorrelation
function is defined as ρ = F−1{F{X }F{X∗}}/E. By using the previous form, it is possible to
achieve a computational time reduction over the direct computation using the Equation 2-1.
To extract features from the autocorrelation function we use the parametric model explained
in [42]. Thereby, features are represented by coefficients of a two dimensional second order
polynomial, i.e., the autocorrelation function can be approximated by ρ(x, y)≈ a1x2+a2y2+
a3xy+a4x+a5y+a6, where x and y are cartesian coordinates over ρ and ak for k = 1, . . . ,6
are the parameters of the second order polynomial to be estimated.
2.1.2. Co-ourrene matries
Since its presentation in [43], the co-occurrence matrix has become one of the most well
known and widely used texture analysis techniques [14, 17, 33]. The co-occurrence matrix
has been used as a reference for comparing texture analysis techniques, particularly in sur-
face flaw detection [7, 14, 44–46]. Considering the previous statements, it is necessary to
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include this technique in our analysis.
Formally, Haralick et al. [43] define a matrix of relative frequencies P(g1, g2|(i, j)), where g1
and g2 are gray level values of two disjoint pixels separate by a displacement (i, j). The num-
ber of occurrences of g1 and g2, separated by the vector (i, j), contributes to the (g1, g2)th
entry in the matrix of relative frequencies. Then, a set of features can be extracted from
every matrix P with a displacement (i, j). The most common features are Energy, Entropy,
Contrast, Homogeneity and Correlation [17,21]. In our experiment we use as the displace-
ment vector the set (i, j) ∈ {(0,1), (−1,1), (−1,0),(−1,−1)} as is suggested in [21,47,48].
2.1.3. Histogram features
Histogram features are those that measure the pixel distribution in an image, without tak-
ing into account the pixel location [35]. Despite its simplicity, we include the histogram
technique in our experiment because it showed good performance in low cost applications
[33,35].
A histogram can be defined as a vector indexed by the grey level values (from 0 to 255), in
which every entry of the histogram is the number of occurrences of a particular gray value
in the entire image. Usually, this vector (histogram) is used as feature because is invariant
to rotation and translation [33].
2.1.4. Sum and dierene of histograms
The sum and difference of histograms was presented as an alternative to the usual co-
occurrence matrices for texture analysis [49]. This technique has proved to be nearly as
powerful as the co-occurrence matrices for texture discrimination [20, 49, 50] with a lower
computational cost [49]. Also, the sum and difference of histograms provide an approxima-
tion to the joint probability function. This approximation has shown a significant capacity
to measure visually perceivable qualities of textures [51]. In view of these facts we include
this technique in our analysis.
Formally, Unser [49] define, the non-normalized sum and difference of an image with itself
displaced by vector (i, j) as:
S(x, y) = X (x, y)+X (x+ i, y+ j)
D(x, y) = X (x, y)−X (x+ i, y+ j)
From S and D it is possible to compute two histograms for building an approximation to the
joint probability function of the image. Afterwards, several features such as mean, energy,
correlation, entropy, contrast and homogeneity are extracted from those histograms. In our
experiments we use as the displacement vector the set (i, j) ∈ {(0,1), (−1,1), (−1,0), (−1,−1)}
as in the co-occurrence features.
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2.1.5. Texture spetrum
The texture spectrum was initially used as a texture analysis approach [52]. The key con-
cept of this method is the computation of the relative intensity relations between the pixels
in a small neighborhood and not on their absolute intensity values. The importance of the
texture spectrum method is determined by the extraction of local texture information for
each pixel and the characterization of textural aspects of a digital image in the form of
a spectrum. We include this technique in our analysis because since its introduction, it
has been one of the most widely used texture features [22], with a wide range of exten-
sions [20,53,54].
The texture spectrum is computed as follows: suppose the set of pixels in Figure 2-2. From
this set, it is possible to find a texture unit, here the texture unit is a code assigned by the
following formula ĝc =
∑7
k=0T(gk− gc)3k, where
T(x)=

0 if x< 0
1 if x= 0
2 if x> 0
then texture units are grouped into a histogram to extract features [52,55].
gc
g1
g0 g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
Figure 2-2.: Pixel set distributed within a circular symmetric neighbor. Here, a eight circu-
larly symmetric neighbor.
2.2. Strutural features
From a structural point of view, texture is characterized by texture primitives and spatial
arrangement of those primitives [17,18,24,33]. This kind of algorithm is limited in discrim-
ination power unless one is dealing with very regular textures [17]. Therefore, structural
features are not very popular and have been less used to measure global deviation of tex-
ture than other techniques. In addition, statistical, model-based, and signal processing
techniques are more commonly used [21]. Thereby, it is most desirable to use algorithms
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that combines structural and other kind of techniques such as texture spectrum to avoid
the regularity requirement of the structural based features. Considering the mentioned
facts, structural futures are not tested in this work.
2.3. Signal proessing based features
The signal processing approaches use spatial-frequency analysis to extract features. Most of
the signal processing features are extracted by applying linear transformations, filtering or
filter bank decomposition, followed by some energy measure [17,21,24,33]. These features
are derived from spatial, spatial-frequency and joint spatial/spatial-frequency domain. In
this Section is provided a methodology to extract features from signal decomposition meth-
ods. To later in Section 2.4 introduce the most popular signal decomposition techniques
used on image processing. Also, the power spectrum is explored in this Section.
2.3.1. Spetral histogram
The spectral histogram has been used in several filter bank approaches due to its basic idea
in which a collection of histograms generated from various sources may provide higher dis-
criminative power than one single histogram [56–58]. Also, the spectral histogram has been
widely used in texture classification achieving good results [56–60]. For these reasons we
use this procedure in all filter bank approaches including the joint spatial/spatial-frequency
domain technique.
In order to compute the spectral histogram, it is necessary to apply a filter bank or certain
spatial/spatial-frequency decomposition to the image (see Figure 2-3 left side). Afterwards,
it is necessary to extract histograms of the images obtained by the decomposition. Finally,
all the histograms are concatenated in one single feature vector as it is shown in the right
side of Figure 2-3.
X X1
X0
Xk
Histogram
extraction
Concatenate
f 0
0,00
0,05
0,10
0,15
0,20
0,25
0,30
0,35
0,40
f 1
f k
f 0 f 1 f k
f
h
0
h
1
h
k
Figure 2-3.: Spectral histogram feature extraction for an image decomposed in k
components.
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Particularly, in this work the spectral histogram is used in all of the signal decomposition
techniques explained in Section 2.4.
2.3.2. Power spetrum
The Fourier transform (FT) is a mathematical operation that decomposes a function into
its constituent frequencies, also known as a frequency spectrum. The FT is used in a wide
range of applications, such as image analysis, image filtering, image reconstruction and
image compression [42,61–63]. The FT is useful when is necessary to access to the geometric
characteristics of the spatial domain [28]. Also, the FT has been widely used as reference
for comparison between texture analysis techniques. Therefore, we include this technique
in our analysis.
The two-dimensional Fourier transform is defined as
F{X }(u,v)=
N∑
x=0
M∑
y=0
X (x, y)exp
(
−2π
(ux
N
+ vy
M
))
where u and v are the spatial frequencies across the rows and columns of the image. From
F{X } it is possible to extract several features (for more detail see [33, 42]). Particularly, a
set of wedge and ring filters have been suggested, assuming that texture is discriminant in
spatial-frequency and orientation [21, 33, 64]. Weszka et. al. [64] suggest the following set
of filters:
hr1,r2 =
∑
r2
1
≤u2+v2<r2
2
0≤(u,v)<(N,M)
|F{X }(u,v)|2
hθ1,θ2 =
∑
θ1≤tan( vu )<θ2
0<(u,v)<(N,M)
|F{X }(u,v)|2
where hr1,r2 , hθ1,θ2 are ring and wedge filters respectively. Here, r i and θi are bounds of
the filters. Figure 2-4 shows the set of filters used in our analysis. From this set of filters
it is possible to extract ten features that characterize coarseness and directionality of the
texture.
2.4. Signal deomposition methods
Signal decomposition is a common topic in many signal processing applications. The main
idea is to decompose an original signal into several signals by applying linear transforma-
tions, filtering or filter bank decomposition. Usually, from this kind of decomposition it is
possible to perform operations over each signal extracted from the decomposition. The most
popular signal decomposition methods are described in the following subsections.
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Ring 
filters
Wedge 
filters
Figure 2-4.: Set of ring and wedge filters in a dyadic configuration.
2.4.1. Eigenlter
Eigenfilters were proposed as a method for adaptive digital filter design [65]. Filters are
designed by using directly the geometry and local changes of the signal. The low complexity
of design and its ability to incorporate various spatial and spatial-frequency constraints,
make eigenfilters an useful tool for signal analysis and synthesis. Also, this technique has
been shown to be useful for a variety of applications [65–67]. In view of these facts, we
include eigenfilters in our analysis.
On image processing, eigenfilters are computed as follows. Suppose that d overlapping
windows of size W ×W (usually window size is 3×3) are extracted from an image. After
vectorizing those windows, it is possible to arrange them as rows entries of a matrix of
size d×W2. Afterwards, the covariance matrix is computed from the new matrix of data.
Then, a singular value decomposition over the covariance matrix is performed to obtain
W2 eigenvectors. The pixels in the image are characterized by those eigenvectors. Usually,
those eigenvectors are used as filters to perform a filter bank decomposition.
Figure 2-5 shows an example of how texture changes when is applied the first three eigen-
filters. Filter masks used to decompose Original texture of Figure 2-5 are:
h1 =
 0,29 0,34 0,290,34 0,40 0,34
0,29 0,34 0,30
 , h2 =
 −0,31 0,05 0,40−0,48 0,00 0,48
−0,40 −0,05 0,31
 , h3 =
 −0,40 −0,48 −0,31−0,05 0,00 0,05
0,31 0,48 0,40
 .
Those masks shows that, first principal component filter is a block average and the others
are very similar to commonly used gradient filter masks. From this decomposition it is
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Texture filtered by
first eigenvector
Texture filtered by
second eigenvector
Texture filtered by
third eigenvector
Original texture
h1
h2
h3
Figure 2-5.: Filter bank decomposition of a texture using the first three eigenfilters.
possible to extract a wide range of features as energy measures, statistical measures, among
others. Particularly, from this filter bank decomposition the spectral histogram explained
in Section 2.3 is extracted as feature vector.
2.4.2. Gabor lters
Gabor filtering allows imaging with optimal joint localization in the spatial–spatial/frequency
domains [21, 33, 56, 68, 69]. Moreover, Gabor filtering is widely used for characterizing the
human vision system [68–71]. Therefore, this technique should be appropriate for identify-
ing and quantifying the degree of wear in a carpet by using image analysis.
A two-dimensional Gabor function g(x, y) and its Fourier transform G(u,v) are defined
as [69],
g(x, y)= 1
2πσxσy
exp
(
−1
2
(
x2
σ2x
+ y
2
σ2y
)
+2π ju0x
)
(2-2)
G(u,v)= exp
(
−1
2
(
(u−u0)2
σ2u
+ v
2
σ2v
))
where, σu = (2πσx)−1 and σv = (2πσy)−1. Here, σu and σv characterize the band width of
the Gabor filter centered at the point (u0,0) in the spatial/frequency domain (u,v). From
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Equation (2-2), it is possible to generate a set of Gabor functions by appropriate dilations
and rotations, i.e.,
gm,n = a−mg(x′, y′), a> 1, m,n ∈Z
x′ = a−m(xcos(θ)+ ysin(θ)), and y′ = a−m(−xsin(θ)+ ycos(θ))
where θ = nπ/K , with n= 0, . . . ,K −1, and K is the total number of orientations. Here a−m,
with m = 0, . . . ,S−1, is the scale parameter, where S is the number of scales. This set of
functions are often used as a filter bank on image processing tasks.
Due to the nonorthogonality of the Gabor functions the resulting representation is redun-
dant. To cope with this shortcoming, Manjunath and Ma [69] proposed a strategy to reduce
the redundancy presented in the filter bank decomposition. The strategy ensures that the
responses of the filters in the spatial/frequency domain are tangent to each other (See Figure
2-6). Let Ul and Uh denote the lower and upper center frequencies of interest, respectively.
Then, the filters are defined in terms of:
a = Uh
Ul
1
S−1
σu =
(a−1)Uh
(a+1)p2ln(2)
σv =
( π
2K
)(
Uh−2ln
(
2σ2u
Uh
))(
2ln(2)− (2ln(2))
2σ2u
U2
h
)− 1
2
where u0 =Uh. As shown in Figure 2-6, the filters responses are rotated versions of the
response in Equation (2-2), where σu and σv are related to a.
Ul Uh
Ò
Ûu
Ûv
Figure 2-6.: Set of Gabor filters in the spatial-frequency domain. The elliptical contours
tangent to each other indicate the response of the Gabor functions.
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In this work the following parameters are used: Uh = 0.7,Ul = 0.005, K = 6 and S = 4. From
this decomposition it is possible to extract a wide range of features as energy measures,
statistical measures, among others. Particularly, from this filter bank decomposition the
spectral histogram explained in Section 2.3 is extracted as feature vector.
2.4.3. Gaussian pyramid
The Gaussian pyramid is one of the simplest multi-scale representations on image process-
ing. This kind of pyramid is created by using Gaussian filters. Particularly, those filters
have joint optimum resolution in the spatial/spatial-frequency domain proving to be a suit-
able technique for texture analysis [21, 72, 73]. Considering the previous statments, we
decide to include Gaussian pyramid in our analysis.
A Gaussian pyramid consists of low-pass filtered (h) and downsampled (↓ 2) images of the
original image [74] (see Figure 2-7). Usually, the image is filtered with a Gaussian filter
with spread σ. In this work a dyadic scale space is used because it has proved to be a good
and efficient discrete representation of the scale-space [75]. A dyadic scale space is a space
built by using filters with a defined σ, satisfying σ= 2 j.
2
X0 X1
... 2
XJ-1
h h
Figure 2-7.: Gaussian pyramid of J decomposition levels.
After applying the scheme of Figure 2-7 it is possible to extract features from each filtered
and downsampled image. Particularly, from this filter bank decomposition the spectral his-
togram explained in Section 2.3 is extracted as feature vector.
2.4.4. Laplaian pyramid
The Laplacian pyramid is very similar to Laplacian of Gaussian and difference of Gaussian
filters [74]. It is also a multi-scale technique that is more desirable than a single-scale
technique. On the other hand, the Laplacian pyramid has been used in applications such as
image restoration [76], contrast enhancement [77] and texture analysis [78–80]. Because of
that, we include this technique in our analysis and not other similar structures.
The Laplacian pyramid consists of a sequence of differences between two consecutive levels
of the Gaussian pyramid [74], i.e., X j+1 = X j− X˜ j, where X j is the image X at the jth level
and X˜ j is the image X at the jth level after Gaussian filtering (see Figure 2-8).
From this decomposition it is possible to extract a set of features from each level. Particu-
larly, from this filter bank decomposition the spectral histogram explained in Section 2.3 is
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2
X X0
...
XJ-1
P- P-
h h
Figure 2-8.: Laplacian pyramid of J decomposition levels.
extracted as feature vector.
2.4.5. Laws lters
Laws filters are considered as one of the first filtering approaches in texture analysis, pre-
sented by Laws [81]. This technique has been used very often as reference for comparing
texture analysis techniques. Also, it has been used in several texture analysis tasks [82–85].
Therefore, we include this technique in our analysis.
Laws decomposition is computed by applying a set of filters to an image. Afterwards, a
non-linear windowing operation is applied [81]. In the following paragraphs a procedure to
obtain features using Laws filters is presented. First at all we introduce the set of filters
proposed by Laws. These filters can be constructed using the following one-dimensional
kernels:
L5 = [ 1 4 6 4 1]
E5 = [−1 −2 0 2 1]
S5 = [−1 0 2 0 −1]
W5 = [−1 2 0 −2 1]
R5 = [ 1 −4 6 −4 1]
these kernels stand for Level, Edge, Spot, Wave, and Ripple respectively. From those one-
dimensional kernels, it is possible to generate 25 different two-dimensional filters, e.g., the
L5E5 filter is found by convolving a vertical L5 kernel with a horizontal E5 kernel. Thus,
the 25 filters of size 5×5 are:
L5L5 E5L5 S5L5 W5L5 R5L5
L5E5 E5E5 S5E5 W5E5 R5E5
L5S5 E5S5 S5S5 W5S5 R5S5
L5W5 E5W5 S5W5 W5W5 R5W5
L5R5 E5R5 S5R5 W5R5 R5R5
from these spatial filters it is possible to compute 25 images. Those images are the result of
the convolution between the original image and the above set of filters. Here, the set of 25
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images are termed as:
X1,1 X1,2 X1,3 X1,4 X1,5
X2,1 X2,2 X2,3 X2,4 X2,5
X3,1 X3,2 X3,3 X3,4 X3,5
X4,1 X4,2 X4,3 X4,4 X4,5
X5,1 X5,2 X5,3 X5,4 X5,5
These images are used to obtain the set of Texture Energy Measures (TEM) which are de-
fined as
‖Xk,l‖(x, y)=
√√√√ 7∑
i=−7
7∑
j=−7
X2
k,l
(x+ i, y+ j), for k= {1, . . .,5} and l = {1, . . .,5}
A normalization using the formula ‖Xk,l‖ = ‖Xk,l‖‖X1,1‖ is performed. Afterwards, features repre-
senting the same information are combined to obtain a set of 14 images, i.e., Xm = Xk,l+X l,k,
for k = {1, . . . ,5}, l = {k, . . . ,5} and m= {1, . . .,14}. Finally, from those images a set of features
as energy measures, statistical measures, among others, is extracted. Particularly, from
this filter bank decomposition the spectral histogram explained in Section 2.3 is extracted
as feature vector.
2.4.6. Steerable pyramid
The steerable pyramid decomposition allows to analyze texture at different orientation an-
gles, similar to steerable filters. However, steerable filters do not perform multi-scale analy-
sis [86]. Particularly, an steerable pyramid divides an image into a collection of levels local-
ized in both scale and orientation [86, 87]. Thus, an image is decomposed in several scales
and each scale is decomposed in a set of directions, which makes this technique suitable
for several tasks such as texture analysis/synthesis, image enhancement, image retrieval,
image segmentation, face recognition, among others [88–92]. Therefore, we use steerable
pyramid in our analysis instead of steerable filters.
Figure 2-9 shows an example of the steerable pyramid using J − 1 levels in θ direction,
where, h, hx and hy are a Gaussian filter and its derivatives in x and y direction respectively.
In general, this pyramid is obtained by using Gaussian filters, downsampled images and
first derivatives of those images. Thus, an image at the jth scale in direction θ is defined
as X j,θ = cos(θ)X j,x+ sin(θ)X j,y where j = {0, . . .,J−1} [93]. Finally, to obtain the steerable
pyramid, it is necessary to repeat the above procedure using a set of angles {θ0, . . . ,θk}.
Usually, the set {0◦,45◦,90◦,135◦} is used as analysis angles. Also, the Gaussian pyramid σ
value is used in this decomposition. From this decomposition it is possible to extract a wide
range of features as energy measures, statistical measures, among others. Particularly, from
this filter bank decomposition the spectral histogram explained in Section 2.3 is extracted
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Figure 2-9.: Steerable pyramid of J decomposition levels using θ as direction.
as feature vector.
2.4.7. Wavelet
The wavelet transform has been widely used in texture analysis obtaining good results
[32, 58,94–99]. The application of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) for texture identi-
fication has received considerable attention in the literature. Therefore, the performance of
this technique for discriminating similar textures is tested.
The wavelet transform has been described as a multi-resolution analysis of a finite energy
function [100]. It can be seen as a filter bank decomposition of an image using a low pass and
high pass filters [98,100]. Figure 2-10 shows this representation of the DWT of J decomposi-
tion levels, where hL and hH are low and high pass filters respectively. Every decomposition
level is represented by three images (except for the J−1th level of decomposition which have
an extra image termed approximation image), i.e.,{
X1LH ,X
1
HL,X
1
HH , . . . ,X
J−1
App,X
J−1
LH ,X
J−1
HL ,X
J−1
HH
}
,
representing details at scale j along vertical, horizontal and diagonal direction respectively.
From those 3∗ J+1 images it is possible to obtain a set of features. Particularly, from this
filter bank decomposition the spectral histogram explained in Section 2.3 is extracted as
feature vector.
Also, as the evaluation of absolutely all filter banks using wavelet transform is beyond of
the main scope of this study. Therefore, Daubechies 9/7 wavelet has been used due to its
popularity in textural analysis tasks [95,96,98].
2.4.8. Wigner distribution
The Wigner Distribution (WD) was proposed by Wigner to characterize the quantum me-
chanical duality between the position and the momentum of a particle. The WD was later
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Figure 2-10.: Two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform of J decomposition levels.
suggested for signal analysis. It gives a simultaneous representation of a signal in time
and time-frequency domains. In recent years, the WD has become one of the most popular
technique to describe local joint distribution in image processing tasks [101–105] because it
represents both global and local characteristics over the image [101, 102]. Because of that
we include this technique in our analysis.
Usually, the calculation of the 2D WD is carried out numerically when the available data
is discrete. This numerical approximation is termed as pseudo-Wigner distribution (PWD).
The PWD is performed by using two smoothing windows: a spatial averaging window (hs)
and a spatial-frequency averaging window (h f ) [102]. The PWD of a two-dimensional dis-
crete function is defined as follows
PWD{X }(x, y,u,v) =
W/2∑
i=−W/2
W/2∑
j=−W/2
hs(i, j)
W/2∑
k=−W/2
W/2∑
l=−W/2
h f (k, l)
X (x+k+ i, y+ l+ j)X∗(x+k− i, y+ l− j)
exp(−2
p
−1(iu+ jv))
whereW×W is the size of the smoothing window and X∗ is the complex conjugate of X . By
applying above formula, a set of W ×W images representing the spatial/spatial-frequency
distribution of the original image is obtained.
Figure 2-11 shows an example of the PWD applied to a texture using a window of size 3×3.
From this decomposition it is possible to extract a wide range of features as energy mea-
sures, statistical measures, among others. Particularly, from this filter bank decomposition
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Original Texture
Pseudo-Wigner distribution
Figure 2-11.: Pseudo-Wigner distribution of a texture of size 256×256 and a window size
W = 3
the spectral histogram explained in Section 2.3 is extracted as feature vector.
2.5. Model based Features
Generally the model based features use stochastic or generative models to represent images.
Then, the estimated model parameters are used as texture features [18, 33]. Also, those
parameters are used very often to synthesize textures [17]. The most popular features in
this category are described in the following subsections.
2.5.1. Autoregressive models
The autoregressive (AR) models exploits the linear dependency between image pixels [18,21,
24, 106]. The AR models have been applied in several tasks such as texture synthesis, tex-
ture segmentation and texture classification obtaining good results [106–108]. We include
the AR models in our analysis due to its popularity in the field of model based features.
A two-dimensional AR model is defined as the linear combination of the surrounding neigh-
bors of a central point [109]. The AR model for the central pixel in Figure 2-2 is given by
ĝc =
∑7
k=0 akgk, where ak for k = 0, . . .,7 are the parameters of the model to be estimated.
Particularly, this method is called circular autoregressive model [110]. If overlapped circular
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neighbors are taken, the above statement can be generalize as
X̂ (x, y)=
1∑
i=−1
1∑
j=−1
a(i, j)X (x+ i, y+ j).
Usually, the set of parameters are estimated by using the least squares method.
2.5.2. Gaussian Markov random eld (GMRF)
Markov random fields (MRF) have been very popular for modeling images. They have been
applied in several tasks such as texture synthesis and classification, image segmentation,
restoration and compression [111–115]. Also, the MRF provides means to capture the local
information in an image [17, 33]. Particularly, the parameters of GMRF, unlike to other
MRF extensions, can be computed efficiently [116]. Furthermore, GMRF have proved to be
suitable for image classification and defect detection [117,118]. Thus, due to the suitability
and computation efficiency of GMRF, we include this technique in our analysis and not the
other variants of the MRF.
X(x,y)X(x,y-1) X(x,y+1)X(x,y-2) X(x,y+2)
X(x-1,y-1) X(x-1,y+1)X(x-1,y)
X(x-2,y)
X(x+2,y)
X(x+1,y)X(x+1,y-1) X(x+1,y+1)
X(x+2,y-1)X(x+2,y-2)
X(x+1,y-2)
X(x+2,y+1) X(x+2,y+2)
X(x+1,y+2)
X(x-1,y-2) X(x-1,y+2)
X(x-2,y-2) X(x-2,y-1) X(x-2,y+1) X(x-2,y+2)
Figure 2-12.: Third order Markov neighborhood within a 5×5 window.
Based on the Markovian property, which describes dependencies between grey levels of a
pixel and its neighbors, it is possible to find a set of parameters that describes the local
behavior of an image. Thus, there are several ways to describe this dependencies based
in different local neighbors. Particularly, the GMRF is defined as follows: let X (x, y) and
Sx,y,l be the gray value of the pixel in the position (x, y) and the sum of grey values of two
symmetric positions (two positions, p1 and p2, are called symmetric with respect to the
position (x, y) if p1 = (x+ i, y+ i) and p2 = (x− i, y− i)) respectively. Considering Figure 2-12,
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the values for Sx,y,1,...,6 are:
Sx,y,1 = X (x−1, y)+X (x+1, y)
Sx,y,2 = X (x, y−1)+X (x, y+1)
Sx,y,3 = X (x−2, y)+X (x+2, y)
Sx,y,4 = X (x, y−2)+X (x, y+2)
Sx,y,5 = X (x−1, y−1)+X (x+1, y+1)
Sx,y,6 = X (x+1, y−1)+X (x−1, y+1)
The conditional probability of a pixel X (x, y) given the neighbors of the Figure 2-12 is defined
as
p(X (x, y)|X (x+ i, y+ j), (i, j) ∈ [−2,2])= 1p
2πσ2
exp
(
− 1
2σ2
(
X (x, y)−
6∑
l=1
αlSx,y,l
)2)
(2-3)
In Equation 2-3 seven parameters can be estimated, i.e., {α1, . . . ,α6,σ}. This set of parame-
ters are usually estimated by lest squared error [118] as follows:
α1
...
α6
=
N−1∑
x=0
M−1∑
y=0

Sx,y,1Sx,y,1 · · · Sx,y,1Sx,y,n
...
. . .
...
Sx,y,nSx,y,1 · · · Sx,y,nSx,y,n


−1
N−1∑
x=0
M−1∑
y=0
X (x, y)

Sx,y,1
...
Sx,y,6

and
σ2 = 1
(N−2)(M−2)
N−1∑
x=0
M−1∑
y=0
(
X (x, y)−
6∑
l=1
αlSx,y,l
)2
these parameters are used very often as local image features.
2.6. Comparative studies
In Table 2-1 is reported a summary of the features used in this work. From the literature
review, it is possible to conclude that the statistical and signal decomposition methods are
more explored than model based and structural methods. The approaches included in this
work were selected by literature review according its performance or popularity on the im-
age processing field. Particularly, histogram, eigenfilters, sum and difference of histograms,
co-occurrence matrices, Laws filters, autoregressive models, power spectrum and texture
spectrum are the most used techniques in the state of art for comparison [20–22, 24, 50].
On the other hand, wavelets and Gabor filter bank decomposition were found to be accurate
decomposition methods for defect detection [24].
The other selected techniques were chosen according to its performance in texture classi-
fication or retrieval. Particularly, the autocorrelation function is very suitable for fabric
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Table 2-1.: List of texture feature extraction techniques reviewed in this work. ∗Structural
features were not taken into account in this work.
Approach Method References
Autocorrelation function [25,38,40]
Co-occurrence matrix [7,14,43,44]
Statistical based features Histogram features [35]
Sum/difference of histograms [49,51]
Texture spectrum [20,22,52,53]
Structural based features∗
Spectral histogram [56–60]
Eigenfilter [65–67]
Signal processing Gabor filters [21,68,69,119]
based features Pyramids [58,74,76,86,89–91,96,98]
Laws filters [81–85]
Spatial/spatial-frequency [61–63,101–105]
Model based AR models [106–108]
Features Markov random field [111–115]
inspection [38]. On the other hand, the pyramidal decomposition techniques (steerable,
Laplacian and Gaussian pyramid), Gaussian Markov random fields and Wigner distribu-
tion are very suitable for texture image retrieval and classification [21,79,90].
Finally, by exploring the state of art in textile applications it is possible to identify these
sixteen techniques mentioned above. For instance, the list of methods explained in this
Chapter (see Table 2-1) are often considered for objective measuring of pilling, wrinkling,
seam puckering, fuzziness, dimensional change and luster [120–123].
Despite of such amount of techniques, we have seen that various approaches yield to differ-
ent results for different databases. Therefore, no single approach did perform best for all
databases, thus, no single approach may be selected as the best approach of this literature
review.
2.7. Summary
In this Chapter a brief number of recent texture feature extraction techniques, with primary
focus on those features which have potential to measure global deviation of texture were
presented (see Table 2-1). Even on this relative restricted field there are many different
techniques to consider. Because of that we only reviewed the basic techniques according
to their potential or suitability for measuring global deviation of texture. As each method
can be suitable for a particular application, a rigorous quantitative comparison between
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them can be difficult. However, there are some works reviewing the state of art in texture
analysis [20–22, 24, 50]. In these works, it is explored a wide range of texture analysis
approaches by using different databases. A significant amount of those reported works are
based on statistical or filter based approaches. This could be due to the fact that texture
is better characterized by means of those approaches. Particularly, works reviewing the
state of art in texture analysis are focused in local textural irregularities neglecting the
study of global deviation of texture. Then, a quantitative analysis to compare techniques
related with global deviation of texture, despite its undeniable value, has not been done yet.
Therefore, the main conclusion of those works is that no single approach may be selected as
the best approach.
3. Carpet wear assessment using
texture analysis
In this Chapter we start with a brief overview concerning carpet wear assessment using im-
age texture analysis. Then, a methodology to evaluate the performance of a set of features
attempting to measure the degree of wear in carpets is proposed. Additionally, the tech-
niques of Chapter 2 are evaluated providing an objective measure of how each technique
performs in measuring global deviations of texture.
Feature
Extraction
Dissimilarity
Measure
fW
fU
Classifier c
d
X
XW
XU
Preprocessing
Figure 3-1.: General procedure for carpet wear assessment by means of image processing.
Figure 3-1 shows a general procedure for carpet wear assessment using image processing
[3, 7, 14, 15]. The image X is divided into two sub-images XW (worn area) and XU (unworn
area). Then, features are extracted independently from each image, termed fW (features
extracted from worn area) and fU (features extracted from unworn area). Afterwards, a
dissimilarity measure between the extracted features is computed, i.e., d(fW , fU ) where the
function d(·) is an appropriate metric. Finally, according with the value given by the metric,
a label c representing the wear degree of the physical sample is established [15].
The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows: the next Section explains how differences
between two samples are computed. Thereafter, a methodology to evaluate good of fit of the
models using experimental design based in multiple linear regression is provided. Finally,
we conclude this Chapter with experimental results obtained by applying this methodology.
3.1. Dierenes between samples
In pattern recognition, distances are used to measure quantitatively differences between
two objects: the greater the distance, the more different the two objects [124, 125]. This
kind of measures are very useful in certain problem domains because they capture differ-
ences between objects while being computationally simple to compute. Also, a distance can
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provide how close one object is to a certain reference. As we are exploring global deviations
of texture we must use appropriate measures to describe these deviations.
In this work, with the purpose of measuring differences between worn and unworn samples,
two kind of metrics are used. Depending on the features obtained by a particular texture
analysis technique, one of the following metrics is used: Euclidean distance (ED) or Kull-
back–Leibler divergence (KLD).
3.1.1. Eulidean distane
The Euclidean distance (ED) is «the distance between two points in the Euclidean space»
[126], i.e., cartesian system based on geometry. The difference between two feature vec-
tors (f1 and f2) in a cartesian system is defined as dED(fW , fU )=
√∑
i(fW (i)− fU (i))2 [126],
where f (i) is the ith position of the vector f .
We use the ED to measure differences in the following techniques: parameters of the second
order polynomial in the autocorrelation function, parameters of the autoregressive model,
features extracted from the co-occurrence matrix, features extracted from the sum and dif-
ference of histograms, energy values extracted from the Fourier transform and parameters
of the GMRF. We use the ED in the above techniques because it is probably the most com-
monly chosen type of distance due to its simplicity. Also, the ED can be used to model
numerous natural facts of the human-scale world [127] and most of the powerful image
recognition techniques make use of the ED [124,125].
3.1.2. KullbakLeibler divergene
The Kullback–Leibler divergence (KLD) is a measure of the difference between two proba-
bility distributions [42, 126, 128]. In a discrete way, the KLD can be computed by its sym-
metrized adaptation (SKLD), defined as: let fW and fU be histograms representing feature
vectors of two images, then
dSKLD (fW , fU )=
∑
i
fW (i) log(fW (i))+
∑
i
fU (i) log(fU (i))−
∑
i
fs(i) log(fs(i))+2log(2),
where fs = fW + fU .
We use the SKLD in the following techniques: 1D histogram, texture spectrum and spectral
histograms (extracted from: eigenfilter, Gabor filters, Gaussian pyramid, Laplacian pyra-
mid, Laws filters, Steerable pyramid, wavelet transform, and pseudo-Wigner distribution).
The SKLD is used in the above techniques because those generate an histogram and the
SKLD has proved to be very accurate to measure differences between histograms. Also, the
SKLD has proved to be suitable for texture analysis applications [15,20,42,56–58,129,130].
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3.2. Classiation using multiple linear regression
Let w(·) be a classifier function capable of establishing the amount of wear presented in
a carpet by using the difference d(fW , fU ). Such function has to fit with the amount of
wear of the carpet. Particularly, the extracted features are expected to change monoton-
ically according with the degree of wear [15]. In that case, we can use a linear model to
find the amount of wear in the carpet, i.e., w(d) = β0+β1d(fW , fU ), where β0 and β1 are
constants to best fit with training samples. By using this linear model it is possible to eval-
uate independently the performance of each technique, e.g., it is possible to measure and to
compare good of fit obtained by using texture spectrum and GMRF. However, several works
have shown that each individual technique does not completely characterize the amount of
wear [3, 7, 14, 15, 54]. Because of that we prefer to use a multiple regression analysis that
takes into account all the features obtained by comparing worn and unworn areas: we use a
row vector where each entry is a difference obtained from a particular technique. Hence, a
particular technique is defined by the position assigned in the vector as follows: autocorre-
lation function (d1), AR model (d2), co-occurrence matrix (d3), sum/difference of histogram
(d4), power spectrum (d5), GMRF (d6), 1-D histogram (d7), Texture spectrum (d8), eigenfil-
ter (d9), Gabor filters (d10), Gaussian pyramid (d11), Laplacian pyramid (d12), Laws filters
(d13), steerable pyramid (d14), DWT (d15) and PWD (d16). Thus, by using a multiple linear
model we can define the function w as w(d1, . . . ,d16)=βo+
∑16
i=1βid i.
In the following we will explain the methodology to analyze the performance of the tech-
niques by means of multiple regression analysis.
3.2.1. Multiple regression analysis
Multiple regression is a method used to model the relationship between a variable provided
by a system or an expert (in statistics: response variable) and one or more input variables
provided by measuring physical magnitudes (in statistics: predictor variables). In linear
regression analysis when the response variable is highly correlated with the predictor vari-
ables it is possible to predict the response variable from the predictor variables.
Let c =Dβ+ǫ (see Equation 3-1) be a linear model, where c ∈Rn×1, D ∈ Rn×p+1, β ∈ Rp+1×1
and ǫ ∈Rn×1 are the response variable, predictor variables, unknown parameters and error
associated to the model respectively. Then, it is possible to predict any value in c having
predictor variables and the unknown parameters.
c1
...
cn
=

1 d1,1 · · · dp,1
...
...
. . .
...
1 d1,n · · · dp,n


β0
...
βp
+

ǫ1
...
ǫn
 (3-1)
Assuming that all other predictor variables are held constant, then each element βi is a par-
tial regression coefficient reflecting the change in the response variable per unit of change
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in the ith predictor variable.
It is common to assume that ǫ is independent and distributed as a normal random variable
with mean zero and variance σ2. By using this assumption it is possible to find an unbiased
estimation of the parameters β using least square estimation as β≈ (DTD)−1 (DTc).
3.2.2. Adjusted oeient of determination
The adjusted coefficient of determination is defined as R2
ad j
= 1− (1−R2)( n−1
n−p−1
)
, where
R2 = βTDT c−(1T c)2/n
cT c−(1T c)2/n , where 1 is a vector of ones of the same size of c [131]. The adjusted
coefficient of determination gives the most useful measure for determining the success of
a model, e.g., an adjusted coefficient of determination equal to 0.75 means that the model
has accounted for 75% of the variance of the response variable. Despite its usefulness in
measuring the success of the model, R2
ad j
does not provide information about howmuch each
predictor variable contributes to the model. To cope with this shortcoming, two important
subjects in linear regression analysis called selection of variables and multicollinearity are
explored.
3.2.3. Seletion of variables and multiollinearity
The selection of variables is probably the most fundamental and important topic in regres-
sion analysis. First, it is necessary to build models with high R2
ad j
. Second, it is necessary
to select the model with the smallest number of variables for keeping the smallest variance
in the parameters. The idea of selecting the «best» regression model from a set of vari-
ables is to find a balance between good of fit versus small variance in parameters [131,132].
Several studies in the literature have highlighted that including irrelevant variables in
the model produces over-fitting. This problem in general increase the variance of the esti-
mated parameters (especially in the presence of multicollinearity). Multicollinearity refers
to high correlation between predictor variables, i.e., a high correlation between two differ-
ent columns of the matrix D. Under the previous condition, the regression model may not
give valid results about which predictors are more important for the regression model [132]
and it is necessary to find methods for measuring the relative importance of each predictor
variable.
Usually, techniques as standardized parameters, simple correlation, ANOVA, Pratt’s mea-
sure, among others assume that there is no multicollinearity [132,133]. Then, when multi-
collinearity is detected in the predictor variables it is necessary to use different techniques
for the selection of variables [131, 132, 134]. One of those techniques is the decomposition
of R2 into components proposed by Genizi in [135]. By such decomposition, it is possible
to perform the selection of variables by means of backward elimination. This procedure
is used because the other available procedures (forward elimination, stepwise method and
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all possible method) are computational expensive or very susceptible in presence of multi-
collinearity [131,132,135].
Before explaining the details of the decomposition of R2 into components, we briefly sum-
marize the notation and symbols used in this analysis.
We will refer to a data matrix as D ∈ Rn×p, where each column represents the distances
obtained by comparing worn and unworn areas. For instance, according with the list pro-
vided at the beginning of this Section, the first column of the matrix (termed d1) represents
the differences obtained by comparing features extracted from the autocorrelation function.
It means that each entry of the matrix D = [d i, j]n×p represents the difference obtained by
using the jth technique on the ith sample of the database. Here, the expectation operator
is represented as E {·}. The vector 1 is a column vector of size n×1 and c is the set of labels
fixed by the experts to each sample. From now, we will assume that 1Td j = 0, 1Tc = 0,
dT
j
d j = (n−1) and cTc = (n−1) for all j, where d j is the jth predictor variable ( jth tech-
nique according with the list provided at the beginning of this Section).
The main idea of Genizi methodology is: when it is available a set of mutually orthogonal
predictors, the sum of each partial squared correlation is equal to the coefficient of deter-
mination R2. That is R2 =∑p
j=1ρ
2
c,d j
, where ρ2
c,d j
is the partial coefficient of determination
between the response (labels) and the jth predictor variable ( jth technique). This method
is called decomposition of R2 into components associated with the regressors.
However, when there is multicollinearity and the predictor variables are not mutually or-
thogonal then R2 6=∑p
j=1ρ
2
c,d j
. Therefore, to decompose R2 into components it is necessary
to find a transformation that minimizes Ψ= E {∑p
j=1(z j−d j)2} subject to the condition that
zi and z j are uncorrelated, for all i 6= j. FunctionΨ ensures that the transformation is near-
est to the corresponding original predictors in the sense that the expected sum of squared
deviations between pairs (z j,d j) is minimized. Such transformation is used to decompose
R2 into components in the presence of multicollinearity. How to obtain the transformation
and the relative importance of the predictor variables is described in the rest of this Section.
For further development of the Genizi method the authors suggests see Reference [135].
Let Z ∈Rn×p be a matrix where the jth column is equal to z j. Then, the linear transforma-
tion between D and Z is expressed as D = ZA. Where A is defined in terms of the correlation
matrix of D as DTD = ATA = S because in this way it should minimize Ψ [135]. Here A
must be symmetrical squared root of S, i.e., A =QCαQT , where S =QC2αQT is the singular
value decomposition of S, Q is a orthonormal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of
S and C2α is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of S. The regression between Z and c
is computed as c= Zγ where γ=βTA.
As columns of Z are mutually orthogonal, then the jth coefficient of γ is equal to the
partial correlation between response and jth transformed variable, i.e., γ j = ρc,z j . Also,∑p
j=1 a
2
i, j
= ∑p
i=1 a
2
i, j
= 1, where ai, j is the element in position (i, j) of the matrix A. Fur-
thermore, as the matrix Z has orthonormal components it is possible to decompose R2 as
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follows:
R2 =
p∑
j=1
ρ2c,z j =
p∑
j=1
γ2j =
p∑
j=1
(
p∑
i=1
a2i, j
)
γ2j =
p∑
j=1
p∑
i=1
a2i, jγ
2
j =
p∑
j=1
v j,
where parameters v j =
∑p
i=1 a
2
i, j
γ2
j
for j = 1, . . . , p represents the relative importance of the
jth predictor variable. It means, each v j provides the amount of variance accounted by the
jth predictor variable.
Algorithm 3-1. Backward elimination using Genizi method as relative importance mea-
sure.
INPUT: D, c.
OUTPUT: Dopt. Subset of optimal features extracted from D.
– for k= 0 until p−1
• Dk =D.
• β= (DTD)−1 (DTc).
• R2 = βTDT c−(1T c)2/n
cT c−(1T c)2/n .
• R2
ad j
(k)= 1−
(
1−R2
)(
n−1
n−(p−k)−1
)
. Here R2
ad j
(k) is the adjusted coefficient of deter-
mination estimated by using p−k predictor variables.
• S =DTD.
• Factorize the matrix S as S =QC2αQT , where (C2α) and (Q) are the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of the matrix S, respectively.
• A =QCαQT .
• γ=βTA.
• v j =
∑p−k
i=1 a
2
i, j
γ2
j
, ∀ j = 1, . . . , p−k.
• va = min
j=1,...,p−k
{
v j
}
, where a ∈ {1, . . . , p−k} is the position of the minimum value of
v j∀ j = 1, . . . , p−k.
• Remove the ath column of the matrix D.
– endfor
– R2
ad j
( j)=R2
ad j
( j−1)−R2
ad j
( j), ∀ j = 1, . . . , p−1.
– R2ad j(b) = min
j=1,...,p−1
{
R2ad j( j)
}
, where b ∈ {1, . . ., p−1} is the position of the minimum
value of R2
ad j
( j)∀ j = 1, . . . , p−1.
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– Dopt =Db−1.
The algorithm used in this work for finding the best set of features is shown in Algorithm
3-1. Here the algorithm starts from the full model by using all possible predictor variables.
Then irrelevant variables are removed, i.e., predictor variables with the minimum v value
are removed, until a stopping condition is satisfied. In this case the stoping condition is
satisfied when all variables are removed from the model. Finally the model is selected by
finding a compromise between adjusted coefficient of determination and number of predic-
tor variables.
We will illustrate the use of the Algorithm 3-1 by using an example. Suppose that D ∈Rn×5,
then in each iteration the following values are obtained:
k=0 D0 = D, R2ad j(0) = 0.85, v = (0.22,0.15,0.05,0.25,0.18), min(v) = va = v3 = 0.05. It
means that column 3 is removed from D. Then D becomes D ∈Rn×4.
k=1 D1 = D here D1 posses columns {1,2,4,5} from the original matrix of data. R2ad j(1) =
0.85, v = (0.23,0.15,0.27,0.20), min(v) = va = v2 = 0.15. It means that column 2 is
removed from D. Then D becomes D ∈Rn×3.
k=2 D2 =D here D2 posses columns {1,4,5} from the original matrix of data. R2ad j(2)= 0.83,
v = (0.27,0.33,0.23), min(v)= va = v3 = 0.23. It means that column 3 is removed from
D. Then D becomes D ∈Rn×2.
k=3 D3 =D here D3 posses columns {1,4} from the original matrix of data. R2ad j(3)= 0.75,
v = (0.34,0.41), min(v) = va = v1 = 0.34. It means that column 1 is removed from D.
Then D becomes D ∈Rn×1.
k=4 D4 = D here D4 posses column {4} from the original matrix of data. R2ad j(4) = 0.75,
v= (0.75), min(v)= va = v1 = 0.75. It means that column 1 is removed from D. Then D
becomes D ∈Rn×0.
From previous values, it is possible to compute the differences between consecutive adjusted
coefficient of determination (0.85−0.85,0.83−0.85,0.75−0.83,0.75−0.75)=−(0,0.02,0.08,0).
The minimum value of the differences between adjusted coefficient of determination is lo-
cated in the position number 3. Then, the features to use are given by b− 1 = 3− 1 = 2
iteration of the algorithm. That is, in this example the best set of features Dopt is the set
of features used in the second iteration (k = 2), i.e., first, fourth and fifth columns of the
original data matrix Dopt =D2.
This methodology is very useful when it is necessary to detect which of the variables are
the most relevant for the model. For instance Ortiz et. al. [71] used this methodology to
quantify and classify the distortion of images at the same time. In that work the different
spatial/frequency bands affecting the image for each type of distortion were identified. The
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general procedures of that methodology are presented in the Appendix A. In this Appendix
an application of multiple regression analysis combined with Gabor filters is showed.
3.3. Texture analysis tehniques: a omparison
The main goal of this Section is to provide a comparative study between texture analysis
techniques in measuring global deviations of texture. In order to make the results compa-
rable, the study focuses on the differences obtained by comparing worn and unworn areas.
Here, the response variable is the set of labels given by the experts (termed c) and the pre-
dictor variables are the differences computed by comparing texture features between worn
and unworn areas (termed D). We compare labeling results by using a set of six references
based in the standard ASTMD-5684 [136].
3.3.1. Database
Before beginning with the description of the database used in this work, it is necessary
to provide a general description about carpets and their classification according with its
construction parameters.
The basic material used in fabrics is a fibre either natural or synthetic. Thus, fibres are
well know and used for carpet manufacturing. Usually, this fibres are twisted together or
only grouped together to made yarns. Often two or more yarns are entwined to make a
thicker yarn allowing manufacturers to obtain technical or aesthetic special effects. With
the purpose of constructing carpets, tuft of yarns are stitched into a woven or non woven
fabric to form the face material (this process is called tufting). Thanks to the tufting process
carpets are available in increasingly variety of styles, colors and aesthetics. This variety of
carpets is possible by changing the surface construction. Thus, according with [136, 137],
there are three basic surface constructions of tufted carpets (loop, cut and cut/loop pile).
Afterwards, each of this surface construction types are divided as follows:
• Cut pile is a type of carpet that involves a cut of the loops that are created during the
weaving process (See Figure 3-2).
– Velours is a type of cut pile carpet with a close pile density giving a very flat
surface.
– Saxony refers to a cut pile carpet from which yarns are a little bit longer and
thicker than Velours. As consequence it is possible to differentiate better the
point effect of the yarn.
– Frisé is a type of cut pile carpet which is made from high twisted fibers. After cut
its yarns, the piles take different directions.
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– Shag is a carpet with twisted yarns that have a special pile height (about 2.5cm
or higher). This high distance between the face material and the tufts causes
that the pile fall down.
• Loop pile is a design of carpet that it is created by using a series of uncut loops (See
Figure 3-2).
– Level loop is a type of carpet that uses loops of the same size; creating a smooth
surface.
– High/low or patterned loop is a carpet that offers slightly different variations in
loop height creating a pattern in the carpet.
– Textured loop is a type of carpet that exhibits some pile height variation. Al-
though the pile height differentiation is usually slight and has little or no pattern
definition.
• Cut/loop pile is created by tufting some loops higher than others. When the carpet is
sheared, the higher loop tufts are cut but the lower ones are not (See Figure 3-2). The
resulting cut pile tufts looks darker than the loops, creating a pattern which forms
interesting designs.
– Cut and loop is a high/low construction where patterning is achieved by high pile
(cut pile) and low pile (loop pile).
– Tip sheared loop is made from two sets of loops of different heights. After produc-
tion, the higher loops are sheared to provide a soft handle appearance.
– Level-sheared carpet is obtained by shearing off the protruding loops to the same
height as the non-cut pile yarns.
– Level cut/loop is made by weaving even loops of yarn into carpet backing at both
ends.
For more information about characteristics of carpet types see for example [136,137].
Particularly, we possess five of the eleven reference scales of tufted carpets explained above.
In this set of references, we have the following carpets according with its construction: one
cut pile velours (C1), one level loop pile (C2), one cut pile saxony (C3), two cut pile shag (C4
and C6) and one cut/loop pile (C5). Cut-outs of each reference used here are shown in Figure
3-3.
Each reference contains eight wear labels from 1 to 4.5. Each wear label is represented
by one physical sample subjected to accelerated mechanical wear using a Vetterman Drum
according to the ISO 10361 and ASTM D5417 standards [4, 138]. Each physical sample has
an area of 26×57cm2. We take four photographs of every physical sample by overlapping
cut-outs of 14×19cm2. Each photograph was acquired under constant illumination by using
a digital camera Canon PowerShot SX110 IS and an ELRO flashlamp. The camera lens was
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Cut pile
Loop pile
Cut/Loop pile
Figure 3-2.: Standard surface construction of tufted carpets
Cut pile velours
C1
Level loop pile
C2
Cut pile saxony
C3
Cut pile shag
C4
Cut/loop pile
C5
Cut pile shag
C6
Figure 3-3.: Cut-outs of six carpets belonging to ISO-2424 and ASTMD-5684 standards.
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located parallel to the sample at a height of 16cm from the carpet. With this configuration a
resolution of 8.5pixels/mm is achieved. Therefore, our database is composed by 192 digital
color images, where each label is composed by four digital images. Also, for conserving the
aspect ratio, cut-outs of 400×400 pixels in each image are used. Therefore, our experiment
is composed by 12 replicas per label.
3.3.2. Preproessing
The preprocessing stage is performed in two steps. The first step involves a cropping proce-
dure as shown in Figure 3-4. Then, since we are interested in analyzing texture irrespective
of color, the image must be converted from RGB (red, green and blue) to gray scale. This step
can be achieved by using one of the two most popular color spaces for texture analysis (YUV
or HSV color spaces). Here, we use YUV color space to select luminance component because
of its simplicity. Also, several works dealing with luminance component do not report signi-
ficative differences between both spaces [139,140]. YUV is a color space introduced for color
TV signal. This model separates luminance from chromatic components. The luminance
component is computed from RGB components as Y = 0.299R+0.587G+0.114B. Figure 3-5
shows each block of the preprocessing step.
XW XU
Cut-outs of 400Â400 used as replicas
Figure 3-4.: Cropping procedure. Cut outs of 400×400 used as replicas.
3.3.3. Results
First at all, it is necessary to perform the variable selection proposed in Algorithm 3-1.
Then, by using leave-one-out procedure and the obtained sub-set of features the perfor-
mance of the models is measured. We begin with a brief explanation about leave-one-out
cross validation procedure followed by the experimental results. Finally, at the end of this
Section we discuss obtained results.
In leave-one-out cross validation, each sample in turn is left out, and the learning scheme
is trained on the remaining samples. Leave-one-out cross validation is simply n-fold cross-
validation, where n is the number of samples in the database. It is judged of correctness
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Figure 3-5.: Preprocessing stage used for carpet wear assessment using image processing.
of a classifier using one sample as validation sample and the remaining n−1 samples as
training samples. The results of all n judgments, one for each member of the database,
are averaged, and that average represents the estimated final error. This procedure has a
good error estimation accuracy when few samples per class are available [141]. Therefore,
leave-one-out cross validation is used in our analysis. In the following obtained results are
presented.
Figure 3-6 shows the changes in adjusted coefficient of determination caused by removal
of irrelevant variables. The x-axis represents the iteration number of Algorithm 3-1, i.e.,
how many variables have been removed from the full model. On the other hand, the y-
axis represents the adjusted coefficient of determination between the remaining variables
and the response variable. In the Figure, each plot represents the test performed on a
specific construction type of carpet. Almost all of the construction types have an acceptable
performance except the carpet C6. This could be due to the fact that texture is not the
most important feature in cut pile shag carpets with thin piles. For instance, carpets cut
pile shag exhibit almost of the changes due to wear in a characteristic termed hairiness,
which is more related to the edges than texture. Also, from the Figure it is possible to see
that carpets with low pile construction needs few features to evaluate the amount of wear
presented in the carpet, i.e., lees than fourth features. This is not the case in carpets with
high pile construction, where at least five features to represent transitional changes in the
carpet surface are needed. These results may be due to the fact that carpets with low pile
construction exhibit almost of the degradation in the texture. Unlike carpets with low pile
construction, carpets with high pile construction do not exhibit changes in texture unless
the carpet is made from thick piles, i.e., texture analysis techniques are useless to measure
the degree of wear presented in carpets with high pile construction.
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Figure 3-6.: Changes in adjusted coefficient of determination R2
ad j
caused by removal of
irrelevant variables. Here carpets with low pile construction (C1,C2,C3,C5)
do not exhibits significative changes after remove the first thirteen variables.
And carpets with high pile construction (C4,C6) exhibits changes after remove
the first ten variables.
Additionally, each plot exhibit small changes from one iteration to the other. This fact shows
that only irrelevant variables were removed from the model. Finally, The Figure shows that
carpet C2 (level loop pile) has the best performance compared with the other carpets. It
means that changes due to wear in carpets with level loop pile construction can be modeled
by image texture analysis.
Until now the number of features needed and the general performance of the model was
shown. However, which features provide more information to the model was not shown.
General results about the iteration in which each technique was removed and its averages
for the six carpets types are presented in Table 3-1. The Table is sorted by the average of the
iteration in which each technique was removed from the model. The numbers in the Table
represents the iteration in which the feature was removed from the model, i.e., the bigger
the number, the more relevant the technique.
To explain the performance we split the techniques in four groups as is listed below:
a In this group are included those techniques that show high relevance in the regression
model for carpets with low pile construction (C1, C2, C3 and C5). Based on Table 3-1
it is possible to identify as features belonging to this group autocorrelation function
and pseudo-Wigner distribution.
b In this group are included those techniques that show high relevance for the respec-
tive model in carpets with high pile construction. Within this group it is possible to
identify features as Laplacian pyramid, power spectrum, texture spectrum and au-
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Table 3-1.: Backward elimination results per carpet type and averages. The numbers in
the Table represents the iteration in which the feature was removed from the
model, i.e., the bigger the number, the more relevant the technique. a, b, c and d
are best set of features in carpets with low pile construction, best set of features
in carpets with high pile construction, irrelevant features and relevant features
respectively. NR: Non Removed (the most relevant technique).
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 Average Feature
15 15 15 NR 15 5 13 PWDa,d d16
13 NR NR 9 NR 9 13 Autocorrelation functiona,d d1
14 11 11 12 6 13 11 Laplacian pyramidd d12
12 14 13 14 9 4 11 Gabor filtersd d10
5 13 14 13 10 10 11 Power spectrumb d5
NR 12 12 15 4 2 10 Histogram featuresd d7
4 9 9 10 12 15 10 Texture spectrumb,d d8
2 5 7 11 14 12 9 AR modelsb d2
7 10 6 8 7 11 8 Co-occurrence matrixc d3
9 7 5 4 8 NR 8 Sum/difference of histogramsc d4
3 6 10 6 13 8 8 Gaussian Markov random field d6
11 8 8 5 3 3 6 Gaussian pyramidc d11
6 1 3 7 11 7 6 Steerable pyramidc d14
8 3 4 1 2 6 4 Eigenfilterc d9
10 4 2 2 5 1 4 DWTc d15
1 2 1 3 1 14 4 Laws filtersc d13
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toregressive models. Those techniques have great relevance for carpets with high pile
construction because much of the information about the labeling procedure is located
in local regions or are based in edges. In general, one of the most important features in
carpets with high pile construction is hairiness. Hairiness in general is located in the
tip of the pile. Also, hairiness is characterize by fibers around the the tip of the yarn
that can be detected by an edge detector or by a local statistical/structural analysis.
c Within this group the following techniques are included: Laws filters (d13), wavelets
(d15), eigenfilters (d9), steerable pyramid (d14), sum and difference of histograms (d4),
co-occurrence matrix (d3) and Gaussian pyramid (d14). In this group techniques with
low relevance for measuring surface degradation in carpets are included. As stated
before, the models need lees than five variables to achieve the higher coefficient of
determination. Those techniques removed from the model in the first eight iteration
are techniques with no relevance. Thus, the techniques d9, d4 and d13 have the lowest
relevance for the models. Here, carpet C6 has been neglected because Figure 3-6
shows that in general the performance of the sixteen techniques in carpet C6 is poor.
It means, the variance explained by the model is lower than 30%. On the other hand,
d11, d15 and d14 are removed from the model after the tenth iteration in one of the
carpets (C1, C1 and C5 respectively). However, this performance is almost the same
in other techniques that perform much better in the other carpets. Finally, technique
d9 shows the worst performance despite of its adaptability. This technique has the
smallest relevance for measuring global deviation of texture. This could be due to the
fact that the technique adapts the filters to the image structure instead of adapting
filters to the application.
d In the last group the techniques with the best mean performance at least in carpets
with low pile construction or in the two carpets with high pile construction are in-
cluded. In this group are included: autocorrelation function d1, pseudo-Wigner dis-
tribution d16, Laplacian pyramid d12, Gabor filters d10, histogram features d7, power
spectrum d5 and texture spectrum d8. We believe (according with the results) that
these techniques and its possible extensions are good options to continue studying
global deviation of texture.
Finally, GMRF exhibits good performance in two of the six references. This technique has
certain degree of relevance and it is included in one of the models as we will show later.
The previous results provides enough information to establish the models for each type of
carpet. In this models only features that have relevance are included. Below are shown the
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six models established after previous analysis,
cˆC1 = β0,C1+β1,C1d7+β2,C1d16
cˆC2 = β0,C2+β1,C2d1+β2,C2d5+β3,C2d16
cˆC3 = β0,C3+β1,C3d1+β2,C3d5+β3,C3d10+β4,C3d16
cˆC4 = β0,C4+β1,C4d2+β2,C4d5+β3,C4d7+β4,C4d10+β5,C4d12+β6,C4d16
cˆC5 = β0,C5+β1,C5d1+β2,C5d2+β3,C5d6+β4,C5d16
cˆC6 = β0,C6+β1,C6d2+β2,C6d3+β3,C6d4+β4,C6d8+β5,C6d12+β6,C6d13
Where cˆ (automatic assessment) means that it is an approximation to c (human assess-
ment). To ensure parameters stability, means (µβi ) and standard deviations (σβi ) using
each fold of the leave-one-out cross validation procedure, are estimated. Thus, by using
coefficient of variation (CVβi = σβi /µβi ) of the parameters, it is possible to compute the per-
centage of variation rate of each parameter.
Table 3-2.: Model parameters estimated for each carpet. Each parameter is presented as its
mean and standard deviation, i.e., for each fold is compute the set of parameters
and then the means and standard deviations are computed (µβi ±σβi ).
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
µβ0 ±σβ0 40.3±0.1 52.2±0.1 55.3±0.2 48.1±0.3 56.9±0.3
µβ1 ±σβ1 −47.1±1.8 −496.1±5.5 −210.3±10.3 89.8±2.2 −1438.8±18.7
µβ2 ±σβ2 −18.9±1.6 −0.7±0.0 −0.6±0.0 −2.1±0.0 278.2±3.7
µβ3 ±σβ3 −30.5±1.1 35.3±2.1 −142.4±7.1 −178.5±2.4
µβ4 ±σβ4 −60.8±1.6 170.6±8.4 −21.1±1.8
µβ5 ±σβ5 −12.3±0.4
µβ6 ±σβ6 −97.6±3.6
Table 3-2 shows the parameters estimated for each model with its respective standard
deviation. From this calculation, it is possible to compute the coefficient of variation for
each parameter. The maximum coefficients of variation are: 100CVC1 = 9%, 100CVC2= 4%,
100CVC3 = 6%, 100CVC4 = 5%, 100CVC5 = 9%. Noteworthy is that the maximum coefficient
of variation is 9%, i.e., the estimated parameters have a variation rate below to nine per-
cent. For carpet C6 the coefficient of variation is over one hundred percent, i.e., the model
does not have any validity as we will prove later with other validation results. Therefore,
parameters of the model for C6 are not presented. However, it is possible to say that the
remaining models have validity and those models can be used for further calculation.
Figure 3-7 shows the validation using leave-one-out cross validation procedure. Each model
is described by an error bar plot representing good of fit of estimation of an incoming sample.
The gray strips represent the error accepted by experts, i.e., a label difference of ±0.5 from
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Figure 3-7.: Validation of the models using leave-one-out cross validation procedure. Error
bars shows trends of each model with its respective error of estimation. Here
cˆ and c are automatic and human assessment respectively. The gray strips in
plots represents the error accepted by experts.
Table 3-3.: Mean absolute error of estimation for each model. The mean error is presented
with its standard deviation (µǫ±σǫ).
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
Mean Error 0.6±0.6 0.2±0.2 0.5±0.4 0.6±0.5 0.5±0.4 0.8±0.7
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the real degradation. The plot for carpet C6 cut pile shag shows the worst performance with
errors up to 1.5 in the worst case scenario, see Table 3-3. This proves the fact that carpets
with cut pile shag design with thin piles can not be automatically assessed by means of
texture image analysis. Then, it is necessary other kind of techniques for building accurate
models. On the other hand, the plot of the carpet C4 cut pile shag exhibit an acceptable
performance compare with C6. Additionally, C4 has less error of assessment than carpet
C6 (a label can be compute with errors up to 1.2 in the worst case scenario). The errors for
carpets C1, C2 and C5 are up to 1.0 in the worst case scenario and the adjusted coefficient of
determination is below to 0.70. This results are not good enough for carpets manufacturers
that are looking for a system with less than 0.5 of error in the assessment. However, these
results bring a initial background to continue the improving of carpet wear assessment by
using image texture analysis. On the other hand, noteworthy is that the model for carpet
C2 achieve an adjusted coefficient of determination over 0.9 and the error in the worst case
scenario is below to 0.4, i.e., better than expected by carpet manufactures.
3.4. Summary
In this Chapter a survey of carpet wear assessment was presented. On this Chapter we
developed a validation test based on multiple regression analysis. Then, as the amount of
wear increases monotonically, we used a linear model for characterizing carpet wear. Thus,
a method to evaluate the amount of wear by using common photographs was developed. To
identify the differences between worn and unworn areas in the photographs, common met-
ric functions were used. The differences were also used as predictor variables in the linear
model. Then, a decomposition of the coefficient of determination into components to assess
relative variable importance was proposed. Also, a model for each carpet type was devel-
oped and validated for evaluating the performance of the methodology. As the methodology
is generic, these results were used to compare performance between texture analysis tech-
niques in visual inspection of consecutive global deviation of texture. Therefore, a survey
relating to the performance of textural techniques in measuring global deviation of texture,
was provided. From this analysis we found that autocorrelation function, Laplacian pyra-
mid, Gabor filters and pseudo-Wigner distribution are good descriptors in measuring global
deviation of texture.
In general, the results showed that signal processing techniques have good potential for
extensions (optimize tuning parameters) with the purpose of measuring global deviation in
texture. On the other hand, local statistical/structural features showed a relative impor-
tance in measuring global deviation of texture which are located in small regions as tip of
the pile in carpets with high pile construction.
Also, in this work we found that carpets with high pile construction, specially, carpets with
thin piles do not present significative relationship between texture features and wear de-
gree. On the other hand, the results showed that texture is an important feature in carpets
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with low pile construction. For instance, we found a model that characterize the degree of
wear by achieving errors up to 0.4, i.e., better than the require for carpet manufactures.
The rest of the carpets presents a good performance, even though is not enough to fulfill the
requirements of carpet manufactures, it is helpful to continue with further development in
inspection of global deviation of texture.
4. Multi-resolution analysis
A wide range of different ideas have been used to formulate the human ability for viewing
and comprehending phenomena on different scales. Particulary, the past decades have seen
an increase on research leading to develop mathematical tools for multi-resolution image
representation, analysis and modeling. Multi-resolution image representation provides a
natural framework to describe phenomena and signals at different resolution levels. The
resolution of a signal is a qualitative description associated with its frequency content, e.g.,
a low-frequency signal has coarse resolution. Then, signals are studied at coarse resolutions
to get an overall picture, and at higher resolutions to see increasingly fine details [142].
Nowadays, multi-resolution analysis (MRA) is one of the most important topics in applica-
tions as computer graphics, geometric modeling and visualization. This importance is due to
its efficiency to represent functions at multiple levels-of-detail. Also, images encountered in
practical applications have high spatial-frequency components for short spatial resolutions
and low spatial-frequency components for long spatial resolutions. Then, usually images
have locations with significant details where a finer resolution is required and other loca-
tions where a coarser resolution representation suffices for an analysis [142–144].
Particularly, the wavelet transform is widely used because is an unified framework for MRA
of signals, with a wide range of applications such as texture characterization, defect de-
tection, image restoration, image compression, among others [58, 95, 97, 99, 145]. Also, the
wavelet transform has shown computational efficiency because scaling and wavelet func-
tions used are often of compact support, i.e. defined on a limited and finite domain. Ad-
ditionally, the wavelet transform has shown good performance in texture analysis appli-
cations [143]. Furthermore, the wavelet theory provides a well suited basis functions to
analyze signals at several scales (resolutions).
Despite to the results presented in the state of art, the wavelet transform do not perform
properly in our application. Because of that, in this work we will devote to design wavelets
adapted to the application. Therefore, new generation of wavelets are studied. Particularly,
second generation wavelets using the lifting scheme has proved to be suitable to construct
wavelets adapted to the situation [146]. Therefore, we are interested in providing an an-
swer to the question «Is useful to use the wavelet transform in measuring global deviation
of texture?». Also, we want to show that the answer is: «yes, it is useful to use the wavelet
transform in measuring global deviation of texture. Indeed, this can be possible by finding a
proper basis function» as we will show later.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce some basic concepts concerning multi-resolution
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representation of the signals. Afterwards, an adaptive pyramidal algorithm is introduced.
This algorithm is designed with the purpose of finding a proper basis function for represent-
ing the wear degree in carpets.
The rest of this Chapter deals with a general remark about MRA. Particularly, we explore
wavelet transform as one of the most important methods used in signal processing for MRA.
Also, a first approximation to build filter banks for maximizing differences between con-
secutive labels in classification tasks is introduced. Then, results concerning carpet wear
assessment are provided.
4.1. Multi-resolution representation and the lifting
sheme
The multi-resolution nature of the images implies that objects captured in those images
should be seen in different ways depending on the resolution of observation. Therefore, res-
olution changes have important implications in image processing. Thus, the notion of res-
olution is fundamental to understand visual perception [147]. Therefore, multi-resolution
notion becomes a primordial part in the design of methods to extract information of im-
ages [147,148].
When prior information about what resolutions are appropriate to analyze an image is not
available, a reasonable approach is to represent the image in multiple resolutions [147,149].
Thus, MRA has been developed with the purpose of overcoming the limitations of single res-
olution analysis by using filter banks [74]. These filter banks can be used as basis to solve
a large variety of visual tasks, including feature detection, feature classification, stereo
matching, motion descriptors, shape cues and image based recognition [147]. Also, the flex-
ible development of MRA provides the possibility of designing several adaptive techniques.
One of those techniques is the wavelet transform using the adaptive lifting scheme (thor-
oughly explored in following Sections). The primary purpose of this Section is to introduce
notation and to provide a suitable background on the multi-resolution analysis to then study
wavelet transform as a mathematical tool for image representation and analysis.
4.1.1. Subspae representation of signals
Mathematically, assuming a two dimensional discrete signal X ∈RN×M, its multi-scale rep-
resentation X (x, y, j) is defined as follows:
• the representation at zero scale is equal to the original image, i.e., X (x, y,0)= X (x, y).
• the representation at coarser scales is obtained by some multi-scale operator G(X , j),
i.e., X (x, y, j)=G(X (x, y), j), j > 0.
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In this definition, when the parameter j increases, the information concerning to the de-
tails in the signal is reduced systematically. Thus, the information presented in each scale
is also presented in the original signal (see Figure 4-1). Indeed, when a space is decom-
posed in several subspaces, those subspaces are contained one in the other, i.e., suppose the
decomposition of a space V0 in two closed subspaces V1 and V2 as is shown in Figure 4-1,
then, V2 ⊂V1 ⊂V0. If the space is decomposed on infinite subspaces the rule remains and in
general is written as Vj+1 ⊂Vj.
V0
V1V2
W1
W2
Figure 4-1.: Nested multi-resolution spaces. The original space are located in space V0.
Such representation is highly redundant. However, this redundancy is very useful because
particular image structures are highly depend of the scale [149]. Then, this kind of rep-
resentation brings the possibility of study images at several scales and eventually selects
the correct scale of analysis. Also, by varying the scale in a systematic way, one can study
images not only as function of the scale, but also as function of the scale changes. It means,
when a signal is reduced in scale by an operator G(X , j), its space is reduced losing all
its details. Then, to have a complete representation it is necessary to find the difference
subspace between two adjacent subspaces. Thus, in general a subspace Vj−1 is completely
describe by its approximation subspace (Vj) and its detail/difference subspace (termed Wj),
i.e., Vj−1 = Vj ⊕Wj. Figure 4-1 shows the remaining subspace Wj representing the differ-
ence between subspace Vj and subspace Vj−1. This representation provides the basis of the
wavelet analysis and the lifting scheme.
4.1.2. Filter design using the lifting sheme
The major contribution in the wavelet field was developed by Daubechies on [150]. In that
study, the orthogonal wavelets are presented. The main concern of the orthogonal wavelets
is its very strict requirements of design and the restricted amount of free parameters to deal
with it. Then, several generalizations to the biorthogonal wavelets have been presented.
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A biorthogonal wavelet is a wavelet that is not necessarily orthogonal but its associated
wavelet transform is invertible. Besides, biorthogonality allows the construction of sym-
metric wavelets with linear phase. Thus, this kind of wavelets are more desirable because
allows the design of ad hoc basis [146, 151], i.e., a basis designed for a specific applica-
tion. In wavelet construction usually it is necessary to satisfy two groups of constraints: (a)
biorthogonality relations and (b) other constraints such as regularity, vanishing moments,
frequency locations and shape. For further details about the constraints in (b) we suggest
see for example [100].
Thus, several methods have been conceived for designing biorthogonal wavelets. One of
these methods is the lifting scheme that fixed constraints in (a) and leaves the constraints
in (b) as free parameters of design. In essence, it is possible to take any wavelet function
and by changing the constraints in (b) adapts its response.
Several works have been dedicated to construct or adapt wavelets based on the lifting
scheme for finding filters in applications where perfect reconstruction is required. It means,
almost of the task related with the lifting scheme are designed for compression, denoising,
image synthesis, among others [152–155]. Thus, the use of adaptive wavelet schemes for
discrimination or other kind of tasks in image processing has been neglected and few works
can be found in this field [156–159].
In this work we propose a scheme where the filters are modified according to the value of
one objective function. Particularly, we used as objective function the adjusted coefficient
of determination. Then, the filters are selected according to the maximum adjusted coeffi-
cient of determination achieved between features and wear labels. The rest of this Section
provides some generalities about wavelet transform based in the decomposition of wavelets
into lifting scheme proposed by Daubechies and Sweldens in [146]. This generalities are
provided with the purpose of explaining how the proposed scheme is implemented.
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Figure 4-2.: Forward discrete wavelet transform.
The DWT can be seen in terms of two filter steps (low pass filtering and high pass filtering)
followed by a subsampling operation as we state before. If we use the z-transform to repre-
sent the filters hL and hH in the DWT then forward transform can be seen as Figure 4-2 left
side. A convenient representation of the forward transform is bymeans of the polyphase rep-
resentation. The polyphase representation of a filter h is given by h(z)= he(z2)+ z−1ho(z2),
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where he and ho contains the even and odd coefficients of the filter h respectively. Then,
polyphase matrix is defined as
P(z)=
(
he
L
(z) he
H
(z)
ho
L
(z) ho
H
(z)
)
From this polyphase representation the DWT is represented schematically as is shown in
the Figure 4-2 right side. This notation is very useful because the decomposition of a polyno-
mial in several factors is not unique. It means that, it is possible to decompose the polyphase
matrix in a product of m matrices achieving several valid results [146], i.e.,
P(z)=
(
he
L
(z) he
H
(z)
ho
L
(z) ho
H
(z)
)
=
m∏
i
(
1 si(z)
0 1
)(
1 0
t i(z) 1
)(
K 0
0 1/K
)
Here, t and q are two polynomials representing one of the multiple decompositions of the
polyphase matrix P. One popular decomposition into lifting steps is the decomposition of
the Daubechies 9/7 wavelet. Here we consider this decomposition and it is used the method
proposed by Guangjun et. al. [160] to find free parameters in the Daubechies 9/7 filter.
Because of the Daubechies 9/7 filters are symmetric these filters can be written as: the
low pass filter is HL(ω) = hL(0)+ 2
∑4
i=1 hL(i)cos(iω) and the high pass filter is HH(ω) =
hH(0)+2
∑3
i=1 hH(i)cos(iω). By using the symmetric property of the coefficients of hL and
hH , in [160] the polyphase matrix is written as:
P˜(z)=
(
hL(0)+hL(2)(z+ z−1)+hL(4)(z2+ z−2) −hH(1)(1+ z−1)−hH(3)(z+ z−2)
hL(1)(z+1)+hL(3)(z2+ z−1) hH(0)+hH(2)(z+ z−1)
)
(4-1)
here, h(i) is the ith coefficient of the filter. Also, the Daubechies 9/7 polyphase matrix can
be decomposed as:
P˜(z)=
(
1 α(1+ z−1)
0 1
)(
1 0
β(1+ z) 1
)(
1 γ(1+ z−1)
0 1
)(
1 0
δ(1+ z) 1
)(
ζ 0
0 1/ζ
)
. (4-2)
Comparing Equations 4-1 and 4-2 it is possible to obtain following equalities:
hL(0) = (1+2αβ+2αδ+2γδ+6αβγδ)ζ
hL(1) = (3βγδ+β+δ)ζ
hL(2) = (αβ+αδ+γδ+4αβγδ)ζ
hL(3) = (βγδ)ζ
hL(4) = (αβγδ)ζ
hH(0) = (2βγ+1)/ζ
hH(1) = −(3αβγ+α+γ)/ζ
hH(2) = (βγ)/ζ
hH(3) = −(αβγ)/ζ
(4-3)
Then, the constraint (a) is used for finding parameters α, β, γ, δ and ζ. Thus, to fulfill the
constraint in (a) it is necessary to satisfy the following requirements:
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• Normalization condition: hL(0)+2
∑4
i=1 hL(i)=
p
2 and hH(0)+2
∑3
i=1 hH(i)=
p
2.
• Maximum number of zeros at π frequency given by the regularity of the wavelet. The
regularity of the wavelet increases by increasing the order of the filters. Usually, the
regularity is close related to the number of vanishing moments and these are given by
the wavelet itself or by the requirements of the design. Particulary, the Daubechies 9/7
filters posses two zeros at π frequency in the low pass filter and four in the high pass
filter. Thus, d
k
dωk
HL(ω)|ω=π = 0, k= 0,1 and d
k
dωk
HH(ω)|ω=π = 0, k= 0,1,2,3. Since HL(ω)
and HH(ω) are functions about cos(ω), then
d2k+1
dω2k+1HL(ω)|ω=π = 0,
d2k+1
dω2k+1HH(ω)|ω=π = 0,
for k ≥ 0. Thus, above equations can be simplify into hL(0)+ 2
∑4
i=1(−1)ihL(i) = 0,
hH(0)+2
∑3
i=1(−1)ihH(i)= 0 and 2
∑3
i=1 i
2(−1)ihH(i)= 0
Finally, by using previous constraints and equalities of the Equation 4-3 it is possible to find
the values of the parameters as:
β = − 1
4(1+2α)2
γ = −1+4α+4α2
1+4α
δ = 1
16
(
4− 2+4α
(1+2α)4 +
1−8α
(1+2α)2
)
ζ = 2
p
2(1+2α)
1+4α
(4-4)
The parameters β, γ, δ and ζ are shown in Equation 4-4. These parameters are expressed
in function of a free parameter α. This free parameter gives the possibility of different
solutions. Here we use the adjusted coefficient of determination explained in Chapter 3
to find the optimal parameter α. It means, to find an α value such that maximize R2
ad j
i.e., maxαR
2
ad j
(α). Thus, with previous method we can chose our basis function such that
maximize the adjusted coefficient of determination between features and wear labels. Now
we have an optimization problem that can be solve by several ways. As it is not in the
scope of this thesis to deal with optimization problems. Further studies about optimization
problems are avoided in this work. Particulary, we use an exhaustive search to provide an
appropriate α parameter.
Our adaptive proposed methodology for one decomposition level is shown in Figure 4-3. In
the following it is explained how this methodology is used for optimizing Daubechies 9/7
filter bank for carpet wear assessment. In this work, it is optimized a filter bank for each
one of the carpet references, i.e., we obtain a different filter bank for carpet C1, C2, C3,
C4, C5 and C6 respectively. Therefore, in the following we will suppose that the database
contain a set of photographs representing one and only one of the six references.
Figure 4-4 shows the proposed optimization scheme using J levels of decomposition. Let
αold ∈ R− be the initial value of the free parameter in Equation 4-4. Whit this param-
eter it is possible to obtain a filter bank, that it is used to decompose a set of images{
XU
0
,XW
0
, . . . ,XU
n−1,X
W
n−1
}
(see Figure 4-4 left side). Later, from each one of these decom-
positions a spectral histogram is computed. Note that each image in the database has two
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Figure 4-3.: Proposed adaptive method by using decomposition of wavelets into lifting
scheme.
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Figure 4-4.: The optimization scheme of the Daubechies 9/7 filter bank. The parameter α
changes to maximize the adjusted coefficient of determination. As a result, a
new wavelet function is obtained.
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areas (worn XW
0
and unworn XU
0
area). Afterwards, the SKLD is computed between the
spectral histogram of the worn and unworn areas. By this computation a set of differ-
ences is obtained ({d0, . . . ,dn−1}). These set of differences represents each one of the sam-
ples. Later, the adjusted coefficient of determination is estimated between set of differences
(termed d) and the labels assigned by the experts (termed c). Then, the free parameter is
modified according with the IEEE Standard for Floating-Point Arithmeti IEEE 754
δ < 1.1×10−16 [161], i.e., αnew = αold +δ. Afterwards, the filters are modified by using the
alpha parameter. Thus, the previous procedure is iteratively repeated until achieve the
maximum adjusted coefficient of determination.
4.2. Results
In this Section the results obtained by applying the methodology explained above are pro-
vided. First at all, optimal α parameter is obtained by exhaustive search, i.e., the parame-
ter α is changed iteratively until achieving a maximum in the function R2
ad j
(α). Then, with
those parameters features are extracted and validation is performed.
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Ë
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Figure 4-5.: Exhaustive search of α parameter. Here the maximum of the adjusted coeffi-
cient of determination is the optimal α value.
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Figure 4-5 shows the function R2
ad j
(α) for each type of carpet. Noteworthy is that the plots
in each carpet presents the worst result within the interval −0.5<α<−0.25. This could be
due to the two singularities presented in Equation 4-4 α = −0.5 and α = −0.25. The figure
shows also that outside of the interval −1.5<α< 1 the adjusted coefficient of determination
is almost constant. From the plot are extracted optimal values showed in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1.: Adjusted coefficient of determination obtained by using optimal α parameter.
Here the difference between the values obtained with Daubechies 9/7 filter bank
are compared.
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
α −0.09 −0.93 −0.73 −0.76 −0.90 −0.62
R2
ad j
Optimized Daubechies 9/7 0.61 0.80 0.40 0.28 0.07 0.05
R2
ad j
Daubechies 9/7 0.35 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00
R2
ad j
Difference 0.26 0.77 0.40 0.28 0.03 0.05
From Table 4-1 it is possible to see the significant increase of the adjusted coefficient of
determination due to the change of the filter parameters. It means that our proposed
methodology produces correct results by incrementing the differentiability between con-
secutive labels. Also, this increase of adjusted coefficient of determination means that fea-
tures extracted from the wavelet transform maybe provide more information to the models
designed in Chapter 3. In the following we will compare adjusted coefficient of determina-
tion obtained by each feature for carpet construction type to later incorporate our proposed
methodology into the variable selection method explained in Algorithm 3-1.
Table 4-2 shows the adjusted coefficient of determination for each carpet reference. Here
R2
ad j
is compute for each technique without take into account the influence produced by
the other techniques. The results from the Table show that our adaptive lifting scheme is
better than the first generation wavelet transform. Also, average values of the R2
ad j
show
that our adaptive scheme is within the five better techniques. It means that by the correct
selection of the filter bank it is possible to achieve a better performance. In the cases where
our methodology fails are the same cases where other methodologies fails, i.e., carpet C5
and C6. For instance, in Chapter 3 we prove that the wear degree in carpet C6 cannot be
characterize by current texture analysis techniques. On the other hand, carpet C5 have
patterns that are difficult to characterize by almost all of the techniques. Only autocorrela-
tion function has an acceptable performance in this kind of construction. This could be due
to the fact that the autocorrelation function was designed for finding repeating patterns in
signals.
In the following the proposed feature extraction technique based in lifting scheme is incor-
porated in the variable selection method explained in Algorithm 3-1. The incorporation of
our technique in the variable selection has the purpose of studying how much information is
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Table 4-2.: Adjusted coefficient of determination R2
ad j
obtained by each technique.
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 Average
Autocorrelation function d1 0.46 0.85 0.51 0.15 0.61 0.00 0.43
Autoregressive models d2 0.01 0.00 0.08 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.05
Co-occurrence matrix d3 0.17 0.53 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.13
Sum/difference of histograms d4 0.37 0.29 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.12
Power spectrum d5 0.00 0.60 0.39 0.15 0.00 0.02 0.19
GMRF d6 0.00 0.09 0.02 0.00 0.1 0.00 0.03
Histogram features d7 0.54 0.84 0.43 0.46 0.02 0.009 0.38
Texture spectrum d8 0.04 0.54 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.11
Eigenfilter d9 0.31 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.07
Gabor filters d10 0.53 0.84 0.46 0.36 0.04 0.01 0.37
Gaussian pyramid d11 0.48 0.68 0.35 0.14 0.01 0.02 0.28
Laplacian pyramid d12 0.51 0.70 0.27 0.15 0.04 0.02 0.28
Laws filters d13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.01
Steerable pyramid d14 0.14 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.04
Wavelet Daubechies 9/7 d15 0.35 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.07
Pseudo-Wigner distribution d16 0.52 0.89 0.58 0.46 0.22 0.00 0.44
Adaptive lifting scheme d17 0.61 0.79 0.40 0.28 0.07 0.05 0.37
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provided in the characterization of degree of wear in carpets by our model. As the variables
are the same, changes in adjusted coefficient of determination R2
ad j
caused by removal of
irrelevant variables (Figure 4-6) are the same of Figure 3-6. Only the order of which tech-
nique is removed from the model have a significative change (see Table 4-3).
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Figure 4-6.: Changes in adjusted coefficient of determination R2
ad j
caused by removal of
irrelevant variables. Here carpets with low pile construction (C1,C2,C3,C5) do
not exhibits significative changes after remove first thirteen variables. And
carpets with high pile construction (C4,C6) exhibits changes after remove first
ten variables.
From the Table 4-3 and Figure 4-6 it is possible to extract the following models:
wˆlC1 = β0,C1+β1,C1d7+β2,C1d12+β3,C1d17
wˆlC2 = β0,C2+β1,C2d1+β2,C2d5+β3,C2d16
wˆlC3 = β0,C3+β1,C3d5+β2,C3d6+β3,C3d16+β4,C3d17
wˆlC4 = β0,C4+β1,C4d2+β2,C4d5+β3,C4d7+β4,C4d10+β5,C4d12+β6,C4d16
wˆlC5 = β0,C5+β1,C5d1+β2,C5d2+β3,C5d6+β4,C5d8+β5,C5d17
wˆlC6 = β0,C6+β1,C6d2+β2,C6d4+β3,C6d8+β4,C6d12+β5,C6d17
The models for C2 and C4 of Equation 4-5 are exactly the same models showed in Equation
3-2. Thus, we only explore the rest of the models to compare if the incorporation of our
adaptive scheme improves the performance of the models.
Table 4-4 sows the comparison between the set of models obtained by using or not the lifting
scheme as technique belonging to the model. It is possible to see that our proposed method-
ology increases adjusted coefficient of determination of the models in at least 2%. This is
a small improvement if it is take into account the computational time spend by the filter
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Table 4-3.: Backward elimination results per carpet type and averages. The numbers in
the Table represents the iteration in which the feature was removed from the
model, i.e., the bigger the number, the more relevant the technique. NR: Non
Removed (The most relevant technique).
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 Average Feature
14 NR NR 10 NR 6 14 Autocorrelation function
13 16 16 NR 16 5 14 Pseudo-Wigner distribution
16 15 13 9 12 16 14 Adaptive lifting scheme
15 11 12 13 5 13 12 Laplacian pyramid
5 14 15 14 9 10 11 Power spectrum
4 10 10 11 13 15 11 Texture spectrum
NR 13 9 16 4 2 10 Histogram features
12 12 14 15 6 1 10 Gabor filters
2 5 7 12 15 14 9 Autoregressive models
7 9 6 8 7 11 8 Co-occurrence matrix
9 7 5 4 8 NR 8 Sum and difference of histograms
3 6 11 6 14 8 8 Gaussian Markov random field
10 8 8 5 3 4 6 Gaussian pyramid
6 1 3 7 11 9 6 Steerable pyramid
11 3 1 2 10 3 5 Wavelet Daubechies 9/7
8 4 4 1 1 7 4 Eigenfilter
1 2 2 3 2 12 4 Laws filters
Table 4-4.: Adjusted coefficient of determination obtained by using models from Equation
4-5. Here the difference between the values obtained with models from Equation
3-2 are compared.
C1 C3 C5 C6
R2
ad j
Equation 4-5 0,64 0,73 0,72 0,22
R2
ad j
Equation 3-2 0,59 0,7 0,7 0,16
Difference 0,05 0,03 0,02 0,06
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training. However, despite that the increase it is not enough in this application results in
Table 4-2 show that the methodology can be used in other classification tasks. This can be
possible by changing the objective function C in Figure 4-3. Indeed, this methodology can
be applied in any classification task for one or two dimensional signals. Thus, the filters can
be adapted to the situation by maximizing the objective function C, e.g., maximizing one of
the popular scatter matrix metrics.
4.3. Summary
In this Chapter an adaptive pyramidal algorithm was introduced. In this algorithm an ob-
jective function is optimized to achieve better performance compared with the initial filter
bank. For instance, in this work the objective function under optimization was the adjusted
coefficient of determination. This function was optimized because as we proved in Chapter
3 features should change monotonically according with the degree of wear. Also, the per-
formance achieved by using the wavelet space combined with the spectral histogram was
improved by the correct selection of the filter bank. It means that for each applications it is
necessary to find the correct filter bank to achieve the best performance of the wavelet rep-
resentation. Thus, the improvement achieved by the proposed methodology was compared
with the first generation wavelets. In this case, Daubechies 9/7 filters was compared and
optimized for carpet wear assessment.
The results showed that the appropriated selection of the filter bank can achieve a con-
siderable improvement of the results compared with the initial filter bank. Indeed, many
wavelet filter banks were designed for perfect reconstruction and compression tasks. Also,
these tasks seek the maximum number of zero coefficient grouping features that can be rele-
vant and should be independently studied according with the application. This methodology
has the advantage that it can adapt its filters to achieve a good performance according with
the application. However, in this particular case only a small improvement was achieved in
some of the models. This proves that only with texture analysis techniques it is not possible
to design a generic model for carpet wear assessment.
Finally, the results showed that by using pyramids it is possible to increase the performance
in texture analysis algorithms. For instance, a combination between a certain pyramid and
the autocorrelation function could be increase the result independently obtained by each
one. Thus, we proved that the best options to measure global deviation of texture are the
statistical and the signal processing techniques. Particularly, the results showed that tech-
niques designed to represent the joint spatial/spatial-frequency domain have great potential
for computer visual systems based on texture analysis.
5. Conlusions and Future work
This thesis has investigated the problem of carpet wear assessment by using texture anal-
ysis in digital photographs. The research was performed by following the conventional way
of dividing the problem into a feature extraction stage and a classification stage. In the fea-
ture extraction stage sixteen texture analysis techniques with potential to measure global
deviation of texture were studied. Within those techniques three ways of extracting textu-
ral features were tested (statistical, signal processing and model based features). On the
other hand, in the classification stage we design a methodology for validating the model
based in multiple regression analysis. This methodology was designed with the hypothe-
sis that features should increases monotonically according with the amount wear. Also, as
the methodology is generic enough, we compared the performance between texture analy-
sis techniques in visual inspection of consecutive global deviation of texture. The results
showed that statistical and signal processing techniques are more suitable for measuring
global deviations of texture. Particularly, autocorrelation function, pseudo-Wigner distribu-
tion, Laplacian pyramid, Gabor filters and texture spectrum proved to be good descriptors
in measuring global deviation of texture. Furthermore, those techniques have several pa-
rameters that provides the possibility of extensions for improving the results presented in
this work.
Furthermore, a study of how perform the texture features in changes of carpet construction
types was also considered. The results showed that carpets with high pile construction and
thin piles do not exhibit significative relationship between texture features and wear degree.
Also, we proved that texture is an important feature in carpets with low pile construction
or in carpets with high thick piles. However, the results showed that the degree of wear
cannot be characterized by using only texture at least that the carpet has level loop pile
construction. Therefore, it is necessary to use other complementary techniques to fulfil the
requirements of carpet manufactures. On the other hand, we proved that photographs still
have potential for measuring global deviation of texture in textiles. Thus, we believe that
it is necessary to explore thoroughly the use of photographs before using other acquisition
techniques.
Additionally, an adaptive pyramidal algorithm for feature extraction was introduced. In the
algorithm an objective function is optimized for achieving a better performance compared
with the initial filter bank. Particularly, we optimized the adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation because features should change monotonically according with the amount of wear.
Also, the Daubechies 9/7 filters was compared and optimized in carpet wear assessment
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task. In this comparison we found that the performance of the wavelet space combined with
the spectral histogram can be improved by the correct selection of the filter bank. Thus,
this methodology has the advantage of adapting its filters to achieve a good performance
according to the application. However, in carpet wear assessment, despite that a small im-
provement was achieved in some of the models, results are not yet acceptable.
Finally, we proved that with the use of texture analysis techniques alone, it is not possible
to design a generic model for carpet wear assessment. Then, it is necessary to study certain
physical characteristics that experts see, e.g., shrinkage, wrinkles, drape, color, hairiness,
among others, to later associated them to features presented in the photographs. Thus,
we believe that it is possible to combine a set of different features extracted from the pho-
tographs by using multiple linear regression.
The study of other kind of features complementary to texture for improving carpet wear
assessment remain as a future work. For instance, it is necessary to explore features as
hairiness, pilling, change of pattern definition, change in color, among others. Also, the ap-
plication of the techniques presented in this work to other kind of images is proposed as
future study. Thus, it is possible to have a complete survey dealing with texture. On the
other hand, the adaptive lifting scheme provides an orientation for future work. In this
field, it is possible to analyze several constrains for better characterization of the signals
according with the application. It means, it is necessary to study the possibility of creating
other decompositions from a most general filter that can change it length, number of van-
ishing moments, among others. Thus, the search of a better representation it is not limited
to a one filter or a finite set of filters. Finally, we believe that future work in texture analysis
will mainly developed by combining signal processing and statistical based features.
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Image quality assessment is indispensable for image–based applications. The approaches
towards image quality assessment fall into two main categories: subjective and objective
methods. Subjective assessment has been widely used. However, careful subjective assess-
ments are experimentally difficult and lengthy, and the results obtained may vary depend-
ing on the test conditions. On the other hand, objective image quality assessment would
not only alleviate the difficulties described above but would also help to expand the appli-
cation field. Therefore, several works have been developed for quantifying the distortion
presented on a image achieving goodness of fit between subjective and objective scores up
to 92%. Nevertheless, current methodologies are designed assuming that the nature of the
distortion is known. Generally, this is a limiting assumption for practical applications, since
in a majority of cases the distortions in the image are unknown. Therefore, we believe that
the current methods of image quality assessment should be adapted in order to identify and
quantify the distortion of images at the same time. That combination can improve processes
such as enhancement, restoration, compression, transmission, among others. We present an
approach based on the power of the experimental design and the joint localization of the Ga-
bor filters for studying the influence of the spatial/frequencies on image quality assessment.
Therefore, we achieve a correct identification and quantification of the distortion affecting
images. This method provides accurate scores and differentiability between distortions.
A. Quantifying image distortion using
Gabor lters and multiple
regression
A.1. Quadrati Bayes normal lassier and multi-lass
performane estimation
The most widely used classifiers are based on the normal distribution [162]. Particularly,
the quadratic Bayes normal classifier (QBNC) is a common tool for classification tasks [162].
In general, a classifier should assign to a new object x the most likely class ci. This class can
be assigned when the probabilities p(c1|x), . . . , p(cC|x) (for a C class classification problem)
are known. Then, the class is assigned to the object x by determining the maximum over
p(c1|x), . . . , p(cC|x). When p(x|ci) is given by a Gaussian distribution the classifier is called
QBNC, where p(x|ci)= p(ci |x)p(x)p(ci) is the decision Bayes rule [162].
The discriminability measurement of a classifier (how well it classifies unseen data) is im-
portant in pattern recognition. There are many measures of discriminability, but the most
common is the classification rate. Generally, it is difficult to obtain an analytic expression
for the classification rate and therefore it must be estimated from the available data [162].
In addition, usually the confusion or misclassification matrix is also computed. The (i, j)th
element of that matrix is the number of patterns of class j that are classified as class i
by the classifier. This measure is very useful for identifying how the error rate is decom-
posed [162].
In particular, the holdout method is widely used for classification performance measure
that splits the data into two mutually exclusive sets, termed as the training and test sets.
The classifier is designed using the training set and performance is evaluated on the test
set [162].
A.2. Proposed methodology
In the following paragraphs the methodology for identification and quantification of image
distortion is explained.
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Figure A-1.: Filtering, preprocessing andMSE by using the set of images obtained by Gabor
filter bank decomposition.
First at all, the luminance component from each image is computed (Y = 0.299R+0.587G+
0.114B) as suggested by Furht and Marques [163]. Afterwards, each image is filtered by
using the set of (S−1)(K −1) filters designed with the methodology explained in Chapter
2.3. In this appendix the following parameters are used: Uh = 0.7, Ul = 0.005, K = 6 and
S = 4. Thus, each image from the database is represented by a set of (S−1)(K −1) images
representing a particular band in the spatial/frequency space. In the following, the proposed
method to identify and quantify the distortion of the images is explained.
Let ID
i
and IO
i
∈ RN×M×3 be the ith distorted image and its corresponding reference image
belonging to a particular distortion C ∈ {fastfad,gblur, jp2k, jpeg,wn}. First of all, from each
image the luminance component it is extracted. Afterwards, both images, distorted and orig-
inal, are filtered by using the set of (S−1)(K−1) Gabor filters defined in Section 2.3 (See Fig-
ure A-1 left side). That is, Υ
j
i,m,n
=Y j
i
∗ gm,n, where j = {O,D}, n,m are the scale and angle
variation in the Gabor filter bank and ∗ stands for convolution operation. By this filtering,
two sets of (S−1)(K −1) images with the same size of the original one are obtained. Those
sets represent the spatial/frequency distribution of the distorted ΥD ∈ RN×M×(S−1)(K−1) and
the original image ΥO ∈ RN×M×(S−1)(K−1). Afterwards, the MSE between filtered original
and filtered distorted sets is computed. That is, from the set of filtered images the MSE
between the original and the distorted band in the Gabor space (see Figure A-1 right side)
is computed, i.e., ǫi,m,n = ‖ΥOi,m,n−ΥDi,m,n‖, where ‖x‖ =
√∑
k x
2
k
. Thus, it is possible to build
a set of MSEs (ǫ ∈ Rn−1×(S−1)(K−1)) for representing the difference between each frequency
band in the spatial/frequency space for the n images belonging to the database (See Figure
A-2 left side).
A.3. Experimental Setup
The proposed experimental setup for identifying and quantifying image distortion comprises
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Figure A-2.: Proposed methodology for quantifying and identifying image distortion.
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the following stages: a) Luminance component extraction, b) Gabor Filter bank decomposi-
tion, c) mean squared error evaluation (MSE), and d) Performance evaluation.
A.3.1. Database
In this paper the LIVE Image Quality Assessment Database Release 2− 2005 [164] is
used. This database contains 30 source images. Each of those images are processed for
acquiring the following sets:
– 169 images coming from degradation of source images by jpeg 2000 compression,
labeled as jp2k.
– 174 images coming from degradation of source images by jpeg compression, labeled
as jpeg.
– 144 images coming from degradation of source images by white gaussian noise, labeled
as wn.
– 144 images coming from degradation of source images by Blurring distortion, labeled
as gblur.
– 144 images coming from degradation of source images by Fast Fading distortion, la-
beled as fastfad.
In this database a (DMOS) value is assigned to each distorted image [165]. These DMOS
values are assigned by subjective evaluation. Each subjective evaluation offers a reference
of comparison for the performance of metrics intending measure the quality of a image.
A.3.2. Identiation and quantiation of image distortion
Here, the set of MSEs is used as feature vector in the regression analysis and the classifier.
The regression analysis is performed by using the Genizi method explained in Section 3.2.
This methodology is used because it allows to identify which bands in the spatial/frequency
are most affected by the distortion. I.e., it provides the level of influence from each band
in the estimated DMOS. It means, which of the column vectors in ǫ variable are the most
important for the regression model. Furthermore, for validating the regression models the
adjusted coefficient of determination is computed. The adjusted coefficient of determination
is computed by using the subjective DMOS given by human assessment and our proposed
objective metric.
On the other hand, by using a QBNC the type of distortion in the image is identified. Here,
each row vector of ǫ variable is used as sample. Each of these samples are labeled by the
type of distortion used to create the distorted image. In this work, 60% of the samples are
used as training samples, and the rest are used as validation samples. From this analysis
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a correct classification rate and a confusion matrix are computed for validating distortion
identification procedure.
A.4. Results and Disussion
Since Gabor filters have proved to be close related to the human perception, we expect the
Gabor filter bank approach to be well suited for image quality assessment. The Genizi
method is used to determine which band of the spatial/frequency space is more affected by a
particular type of distortion; the decomposition of R2 into components was then performed
by using the DMOS. The R2 components therefore measure the amount of variation ac-
counted for each band in the spatial/frequency space. The bands with bigger v value are the
most affected for the distortion. For instance, assume that an image is distorted by using
jpeg compression and the greatest v value is located in the spatial/frequency band generated
by the filter with parameters (m,n). Then, it is possible to say that such spatial/frequency
band is the most affected by jpeg compression.
Table A-1 shows the values of the decomposition of R2 over different bands. Each distortion
type is sorted from lowest to highest v value. This v values are very useful to determine
which spatial/frequencies are more affected by a particular type of distortion. Therefore,
using this localization could be appropriate for recognizing different spatial/frequencies ar-
eas of images with different distortion, and can lead to restoration of the image by adaptive
methods. Later, in following paragraphs, the distortion localization on the spatial/frequency
domain considering the results showed in Table A-1 is provided.
First at all, goodness of fit of the proposed metric is compared with the values presented
in the state of the art. For instance, in [166, 167] coefficients of determination up to 0.84
were obtained, i.e., the same performance achieved by our methodology. Nevertheless, our
methodology is tested in a database with more images than the images tested in these two
approaches. In [168, 169] values up to 0.92 of adjusted coefficient of determination were
obtained. However, those two works cannot differentiate between distortion types because
they consider one distortion at a time. Afterwards, in [165, 170] coefficients of determina-
tion up to 0.94 were presented. For instance, in Ref. [170] a classification between types of
distortion is proposed. However, the metric proposed by these sources is only designed to
differentiate between wn and other type of distortions. On the other hand, our proposed
methodology has a coefficient of determination up to 0.85. This is lower than some other
measures such as VIF, SSIM [165] and RF factor [170], but our methodology it is capable to
detect which spatial/frequency component is more affected by the distortion. For instance,
by checking Table A-1 from bottom to top, it is possible to extract the components from the
spatial/frequency space that are more relevant for DMOS characterization. For example,
(m,n)= {(3,3), (2,3), (3,4)} are the parameters of scale and angle that have more importance
for DMOS estimation in the distortion type gblur.
Figure A-3 shows the set of Gabor filters in the spatial/frequency domain. In those bands,
the noise localization according with the last three rows of Table A-1 is shown. Noteworthy
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Figure A-3.: Gabor filter bank in the spatial/frequency domain with the noise localization
acording with the last three rows of Table A-1. Here, those countours with
more than one color means that two or more distortion are locate in the same
spatial/frequency band.
is that every type of distortion has its spatial/frequency bands. Specifically, it is possible
to see that jpeg compression affects the second scale of the bands generated by the Gabor
filter bank, i.e., the most important variables for determining the quality of the image are
obtained when m = 1. Additionally, it is possible to see that wn has great influence when
m= 3, i.e., as it is expected wn should affect the high spatial/frequency bands. Another re-
markable fact is the presence of the fastfad distortion over the vertical spatial/frequencies,
i.e., n = 3 or θ = 90◦. It means that such distortion could be more affected by the super-
position of vertical edges in every scale. On the other hand, jp2k and gblur distortion do
not exhibit a particular scale or angle to evaluate. It means that this type of distortion are
distributed in several scales and angles over the spacial/frequency domain. On the other
hand, the scale m= 0 is the least important band for the quality measure.
Table A-2 shows the confusion matrix obtained after applying a classifier in the validation
set. For this experiment a set of 60% of the samples were used to train the classifier. Then,
with the rest of the samples the classifier was tested. We perform this test based on the
assumption that each type of distortion is located in a particular spatial/frequency band.
Then, by using the differences (MSE) between distorted and original images would be pos-
sible to differentiated between distortion types. Indeed, from the Table A.2(b) it is possible
to extract the correct classification rate as 100
∑
iCM(i,i)∑
i, jCM(i, j)
= 83%, which is better than the
results in the state of art Table A.2(a) (42%). For instance, our methodology is compared
with the work proposed by Mahmoudi et. al. [170]. Form Table A.2(a) is possible to discern
that all distortion types are located in the same location because each distortion is confused
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with jp2k. On the other hand, from Table A.2(b) it is noteworthy that the most accurate
classifications are achieved by jpeg and wn. This could be due to the fact that this kind of
distortion has the most relevant information in only one scale according with Figure A-3.
On the other hand, jp2k, gblur and fastfad distortions shares spatial/frequency bands doing
the classification rate lower than in jpeg and wn distortions. However, the results illustrate
that the spatial/frequency distribution of the distortion is distributed in particular bands
specific to the distortion type.
A.5. Summary
An approach based on the power of the experimental design to explore effects between com-
ponents and the joint localization of Gabor filters for splitting spatial/frequency components
was presented. Therefore, a correct identification and quantification of the distortion af-
fecting images were performed. From this combination accurate scores and appropriate
differentiability between distortion natures were achieved. Within the results we found
coefficients of determination up to 85%. This results are lower than the presented in the
state of art. However, our method unlike others does not assume that the distortion is know
a-priori. Therefore, our method is useful for various kinds of distortion. Also, the differ-
ent spatial/frequency bands affecting the image for each type of distortion were identified.
These results could be very useful in restoration and denoising tasks. Hence, from the spa-
tial/frquency localization of the distortion it is possible to use specific algorithms for specific
distortions. Thereby, those specific algorithms can be designed based in the distortion na-
ture incrementing the image quality.
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Table A-1.: Contribution of each predictor variable to the linear model. The analysis is
performed by using the Genizi sum of components. Noteworthy that R2 =∑i vi
where i changes across the rows. (m,n) pair are the parameters of scale and
angle used to build the Gabor filter bank.
jp2k jpeg wn gblur fastfad
i v (m,n) v (m,n) v (m,n) v (m,n) v (m,n)
0 0.0341 (0,1) 0.0292 (0,5) 0.0369 (1,0) 0.0293 (0,0) 0.0325 (3,0)
1 0.0341 (0,5) 0.0292 (0,1) 0.0370 (1,5) 0.0294 (0,5) 0.0326 (2,0)
2 0.0341 (0,0) 0.0292 (0,0) 0.0370 (1,1) 0.0294 (0,1) 0.0337 (1,0)
3 0.0342 (0,2) 0.0292 (0,4) 0.0370 (1,3) 0.0294 (0,4) 0.0340 (3,1)
4 0.0342 (0,4) 0.0292 (0,2) 0.0371 (1,4) 0.0294 (0,2) 0.0341 (2,1)
5 0.0343 (0,3) 0.0293 (0,3) 0.0371 (1,2) 0.0295 (0,3) 0.0350 (3,5)
6 0.0355 (1,0) 0.0363 (3,0) 0.0380 (2,0) 0.0362 (1,1) 0.0351 (1,1)
7 0.0355 (1,5) 0.0364 (2,0) 0.0382 (2,3) 0.0364 (1,0) 0.0352 (2,5)
4 0.0357 (3,0) 0.0368 (3,5) 0.0383 (3,0) 0.0384 (1,5) 0.0360 (0,0)
9 0.0358 (2,0) 0.0368 (3,1) 0.0383 (2,5) 0.0387 (1,2) 0.0360 (0,5)
10 0.0359 (3,5) 0.0370 (2,1) 0.0383 (0,3) 0.0389 (3,0) 0.0360 (0,1)
11 0.0360 (1,4) 0.0370 (2,5) 0.0383 (0,0) 0.0389 (2,0) 0.0362 (0,4)
12 0.0360 (2,5) 0.0373 (3,4) 0.0384 (2,1) 0.0391 (3,1) 0.0362 (0,2)
13 0.0362 (1,1) 0.0373 (1,0) 0.0384 (0,5) 0.0391 (2,1) 0.0363 (0,3)
14 0.0365 (3,1) 0.0373 (3,2) 0.0384 (0,1) 0.0409 (1,4) 0.0364 (1,5)
15 0.0365 (3,4) 0.0373 (3,3) 0.0384 (0,4) 0.0411 (3,5) 0.0384 (3,2)
16 0.0366 (2,1) 0.0374 (2,4) 0.0384 (0,2) 0.0411 (2,5) 0.0385 (2,2)
17 0.0366 (1,3) 0.0375 (2,2) 0.0384 (2,4) 0.0417 (1,3) 0.0390 (1,2)
18 0.0366 (2,4) 0.0375 (2,3) 0.0384 (3,3) 0.0421 (2,2) 0.0396 (3,4)
19 0.0368 (1,2) 0.0378 (1,1) 0.0385 (2,2) 0.0421 (3,2) 0.0397 (2,4)
20 0.0370 (3,3) 0.0380 (1,3) 0.0385 (3,5) 0.0442 (2,4) 0.0405 (1,4)
21 0.0371 (2,3) 0.0380 (1,5) 0.0386 (3,1) 0.0442 (3,4) 0.0412 (3,3)
22 0.0371 (3,2) 0.0381 (1,2) 0.0386 (3,4) 0,0450 (2,3) 0,0413 (2,3)
23 0.0372 (2,2) 0.0382 (1,4) 0.0387 (3,2) 0.0450 (3,3) 0.0420 (1,3)
R2 0.86 0.85 0.91 0.91 0.89
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Table A-2.: Confusion matrix (CM) for the distortion identification by using a QBNC in the
validation set. The accuracy of the classifier is 83%.
(a) Classification performance by using method proposed in [170]
Predicted class
jp2k jpeg wn gblur fastfad
jp2k 65 0 0 3 0
jpeg 52 16 1 0 1
True class wn 27 5 26 0 0
gblur 22 0 3 20 13
fastfad 41 2 0 11 4
(b) Classification performance by using our proposed methodology
Predicted class
jp2k jpeg wn gblur fastfad
jp2k 56 0 3 0 9
jpeg 3 67 0 0 0
True class wn 2 2 54 0 0
gblur 1 0 12 40 5
fastfad 10 2 0 4 42
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